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Fefferman’s program (1979, C. Fefferman, Adv. Math. 31, 131262) of getting a
biholomorphically invariant asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel for
smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex domains is realized in dimension 2 with
the identification of universal constants. According to the program, the expansion
is in terms of an approximately invariant smooth defining function of the domain,
which we refer to as Fefferman’s defining function, and the coefficients are functions
in the domain constructed by using derivatives of Fefferman’s defining function.
Consequently, the invariant expansion is necessarily a finite sum with a remainder
term and the ambiguity estimate is crucial in the problem. We get an expansion
such that the boundary values of the coefficients are CR invariants of weight 5.
This refines earlier results of C. R. Graham (1987, in ‘‘Lecture Notes in Math.,’’
Vol. 1276, pp. 108135, SpringerVerlag, New YorkBerlin) and the authors (1993,
K. Hirachi, G. Komatsu, and N. Nakazawa, in ‘‘Lecture Notes in Pure and Appl.
Math.,’’ Vol. 143, pp. 7796, Dekker, New York). The refinement becomes possible
by appropriate extensions inside the domain of the CR invariants of weight 4. Due
to the ambiguity estimate of these extensions, our expansion is optimal as far as
Fefferman’s defining function is used. A similar result for the Szego kernel is also
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INTRODUCTION
The Bergman kernel of a domain 0 in Cn is by definition the repro-
ducing kernel KB(z, w ) for z, w # 0 associated with the space of square
integrable holomorphic functions in 0, so that any complete orthonormal
system [hj] gives rise to the expression KB(z, z )= |hj (z)| 2. This restric-
tion to the diagonal is also referred to as the Bergman kernel and denoted
by KB, or K B0 when the dependence on 0 is emphasized. Thus K
B=K B0 is
a domain functional, which is subject to a transformation law K B01=K
B
02
b
8 } |det 8$|2 under a biholomorphic mapping 8: 01  02 , where det 8$
stands for the holomorphic Jacobian of 8. If we assume that the boundary
is smooth, the Szego kernel KS=K S0 is defined similarly, by using the space
of holomorphic functions with L2 boundary values. This time, the depen-
dence on a surface element on 0 must be taken into account, and we shall
be concerned with a case where a canonical choice of surface element exists
such that the biholomorphic transformation law KS01=K
S
02
b 8 } |det 8$|2n(n+1)
holds. Then KB and K S are biholomorphic invariants, a fact which leads to
a problem of expressing these in terms of explicitly constructed invariants.
The functions KB and KS are smooth (in fact, real analytic) in 0, while the
boundary behavior is complicated when n>1; it depends on function-
theoretic properties of 0. If in particular 0 is strictly pseudoconvex, then
KB(z) and KS(z) tend to + as z approaches to the boundary. Furthermore,
the boundary behavior of KB and K S can be localized to a neighborhood
of a boundary point of reference.
This paper concerns the local biholomorphic invariant theory, initiated
by Fefferman [11], for the boundary singularities of the Bergman kernel
KB and the Szego kernel KS of a strictly pseudoconvex domain 0 in Cn
with smooth boundary. Here, the surface element on 0 which defines KS
is so chosen that KS satisfies a biholomorphic transformation law analogous
to that for KB. Assuming n=2, we shall explicitly identify the invariant
asymptotic expansions of the singularities of KB and KS such that the
boundary values of the coefficients are CR invariants of weight 5.
Our result is special to dimension two at some crucial points. To explain
these, we begin by giving an overview of Fefferman’s program of the
invariant theory [11] in general dimension. Let r be a smooth defining
function of 0 such that r>0 in 0. Then, a theorem of Fefferman [9] (see
also Boutet de Monvel and Sjo strand [5]) states that
KB=
n!
?n \
.B
rn+1
+B log r+ , K S=(n&1)!?n \
.S
rn
+S log r+ ,
where .B, B, .S, S are functions smooth up to the boundary such
that the boundary values of .B and .S are given by those of J[r] and
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J[r]n(n+1), respectively. Here, J[r] denotes the Levi determinant (also
called the complex MongeAmpe re determinant) of r defined by
J[r]=(&1)n det \ rrzj
rz k
2rzj z k+ ,
where z=(z1 , ..., zn) # Cn. The expressions of KB and KS above are
compared with the classical asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel on a
compact d-dimensional Riemannian manifold M as the time t  +0:
Ht(x, x)tt&d2 :

m=0
am(x) tm for x # M.
Here, each coefficient am(x) is a Riemannian invariant at x, i.e., an O(d )-
invariant polynomial of successive covariant derivatives of the curvature
tensor R. According to the Weyl theory, am(x) is a linear combination of
complete contractions of the form
contr({ p1&2 R } } } { ps&2R) with :
s
j=1
pj=2m.
The present counterpart of Riemannian geometry is local biholomorphic
geometry, which is closely related to CR geometry on the boundary 0.
The CR counterpart of O(d ) is a parabolic subgroup of SU(n, 1), and the
Riemannian invariant has CR analogy, which we call the CR invariant,
defined by using Moser’s normal form N(A), A=(Al:; ), of 0:
2 Re zn=|z$|2+ :
|:|, |;|2
:

l=0
Al:; z$: z$; (Im zn)
l, z=(z$, zn).
Here, the right side is a formal power series about the origin z=0 and :,
; are ordered multi-indices. Let I CRw denote the totality of CR invariants of
weight w. Then, an element of I CRw is a polynomial P(A) in A which is
subject to the transformation law
P(A)=P(A ) } |det 8$(0)|2w(n+1)
under formal biholomorphic mappings 8: N(A)  N(A ) such that 8(0)=0.
Such a polynomial P(A) can be identified with a smooth local boundary
functional K=K0 satisfying the transformation law
K01=K02 b 8 } |det 8$|
2w(n+1) (on the boundary)
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under local (or formal) biholomorphic mappings 8: 01  02 . Thus,
examples of such P(A) are realized by the boundary values of smooth local
domain functionals K=K0 satisfying
K01=K02 b 8 } |det 8$|
2w(n+1) (in the interior).
Rigorously, a technical condition concerning the polynomial dependence
on A must be taken into account, though we have omitted it above for
simplicity. Let us use tentative notation wTL(K)=w to mean that the above
transformation law in the interior holds even when K=K0 is not smooth
up to the boundary. Then wTL(KB)=n+1 and wTL(KS)=n, so that
wTL(.Brn+1)=n+1 and wTL(.Srn)=n modulo smooth functions up to
the boundary, and wTL(B)=n+1 and wTL(S)=n modulo flat functions
along the boundary.
Fefferman’s program is to invariantly express .B mod O(rn+1), .S
mod O(rn), B mod O(rN&n), S mod O(rN&n+1) for an integer N0 in
terms of r and its derivatives, with an appropriate choice of a smooth local
defining function r of 0 as a local domain functional. Specifically, one
seeks expansions of the form
.B= :
n
j=0
.Bj r
j+O(rn+1), B= :
N
j=n+1
.Bj r
j&n&1+O(rN&n),
.S= :
n&1
j=0
.Sj r
j+O(rn), S= :
N
j=n
.Sj r
j&n+O(rN&n+1),
where .Bj =.
B
j [r], .
S
j =.
S
j [r] are locally constructed functions which are
smooth up to the boundary. When Nn or Nn&1, the above expan-
sions are interpreted as
.B= :
N
j=0
.Bj r
j+O(rN+1), .S= :
N
j=0
.Sj r
j+O(rN+1).
It is natural to require wTL(r)=&1, J[r]=1 and expect wTL(.Bj )=
wTL(.Sj )= j, N=+. The hope is strengthened by a lemma by Fefferman
[10] stating that
J[u1]=J[u2] b 8 if u1=u2 b 8 } |det 8$|&2(n+1).
Then we are naturally led to a local version of the boundary value problem
for the complex MongeAmpe re equation
J[u]=1 (u>0) in 0, u=0 on 0. (0.1)
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However, an elementary construction in [10] of smooth local approximate
solutions via successive approximation stops at a finite step, and this is
compatible with later results of Cheng and Yau [6] and Lee and Melrose
[17]. By [6] the boundary value problem (0.1) has a unique solution uMA
with finite differentiability up to the boundary, while by [17] the solution
uMA has an asymptotic expansion of the form
uMAt\ :

k=0
’k } (\n+1 log \)k with ’k=’k[\] # C(0 )
for any smooth defining function \ of 0. We thus confine ourselves to the
best possible smooth local approximate solution r of (0.1), which has
ambiguity O(rn+2) and satisfies
wTL(r)=&1 mod O(rn+2), J[r]=1+O(rn+1).
We write r=rF for such a local defining function of the boundary. Let
r=rF. Then wTL(.B)=0 mod O(rn+1) and wTL(.S)=0 mod O(rn), so that
we have hope of getting .Bj and .
S
j for jN such that
wTL(.Bj )=w
TL(.Sj )= j mod O(r
N+1& j)
with some N2n+2 for .Bj and N2n+1 for .
S
j . This is realized by
giving for each jN a vector space I j, N of locally constructed smooth func-
tions with the following properties:
(1%) If .j # Ij, N then wTL(.j)= j mod O(rN+1& j);
(2%) The restriction to the boundary gives a surjection Ij, N  I CRj .
Here, the polynomial dependence on Moser’s normal form coefficients is
again ignored. The space I0, N is trivially defined by the totality of absolute
constants. Once such vector spaces Ij, N are given, the expansion of .=.B,
.S is obtained as follows. Define first .0 by the boundary value of .. Then
.0 # I CR0 , so that .0 # I0, N . If we have an expansion of the form
.=.0+.1r+ } } } +.j&1r j&1+O(r j )
with some j<n+1 or n ( jN), then . j # Ij, N is defined by taking an
extension of the boundary value of (.&.0&.1r& } } } &.j&1r j&1)r j.
Similarly for the expansion of =B, S if Nn+1 or n.
To construct the spaces Ij, N as above, Fefferman [11] developed a new
theory, called the ambient metric construction, as follows. A Lorentz
Ka hler metric g= g[r] depending on r=rF is defined on C*_0 near
C*_0 by the potential r*(z0 , z)=|z0 |2 r(z), where z0 # C*=C"[0] is an
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extra variable. The curvature tensor R of this g is used in constructing
complete contractions of the form
W*=contr({ q1&2{ p1&2R } } } { qs&2{ ps&2R),
:
s
j=1
( pj&1)= :
s
j=1
(qj&1)=w.
Then, each W*=W*[r] regarded as a functional of r takes the form
W*[r](z0 , z)=|z0 |&2w W[r](z).
For w fixed, we tentatively refer to linear combinations of these W=W[r]
as Weyl functionals of weight w and use notation I Ww for the totality of
Weyl functionals of weight w. Counting the number of differentiation and
developing the invariant theory, Fefferman [11] proved that I j, N=I Wj with
N=n satisfies the ambiguity estimate (1%) for jn and the surjectivity (2%)
for jn&19. The surjectivity (2%) was recently refined to jn by Bailey
et al. [1]. Consequently, the choice Ij, N=I Wj with N=n satisfies the
conditions (1%) and (2%), so that the expansions of .B, .S and that of
S mod O(r) are obtained.
For n3, there are few explicit results. Christoffers [8] directly com-
puted .B mod O(r3). The same result was obtained independently by
Diederich (cf. [20]). Graham [12] later showed dim I CR1 =0 and that I
CR
2
is generated by &A022 &2= |:|=2 |A0:: |2, so that if r=rF then
.B=1+cB2, n &A022 &2 r2+O(r3), .S=1+cS2, n &A022 &2 r2+O(r3),
where cB2, n and c
S
2, n are universal constants for n3. Christoffers’ computa-
tion implies cB2, n{0. These constants c
B
2, n , c
S
2, n were later identified in [15];
in particular, cS2, n{0. Consequently, a Weyl functional of weight 2 does
appear in the above expansions of .B and .S for n3.
Let n=2. The feature is different from the case n3. Graham [12]
explicitly wrote down bases of I CRj for j4. In particular, dim I
CR
1 =
dim I CR2 =0, so that
.B=1+O(r3); .S=1+O(r2), S=O(r).
The first non-trivial space is I CR3 . According to Graham’s table [12], I
CR
3
and I CR4 are one dimensional. (We have dim I
CR
5 =2; see Proposition 1 in
Section 1.) Once we are given spaces I3, 5 and I4, 5 satisfying the conditions
(1%) and (2%), we get expansions of the form
B= :
5
j=3
.Bj r
j&3+O(r3), S= :
5
j=3
.Sj r
j&2+O(r4) (0.2)
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with r=rF, where .j # Ij, 5 for j=3, 4, 5 for .j=.Bj , .
S
j . (We have taken
I1, 5=I2, 5=[0] and I5, 5=I CR5 .) Observe that the expansion (0.2) does not
follow from the above-mentioned results of general dimension. The first
difficulty is to discover a space I3, 5 . (Though there exists a Weyl functional
W # I W3 such that 0{W|0 # I
CR
3 , the ambiguity estimate for W is bad.
This is because W is linear in R, cf. Propositions 10 and 10$ in Section 6.)
A breakthrough was made by Graham in [12, 13]. Fixing r=rF, he
considered in [13] the initial value problem corresponding to (0.1) and
constructed a formal asymptotic solution of the form
uG=r :

k=0
’Gk } (r
n+1 log r)k, ’Gk # C
(0 ),
where the boundary value of (’G0 &1)r
n+1 is prescribed arbitrarily as an
extra initial data. Then wTL(’Gk )=k(n+1) mod O(r
n+1). It was proved in
[12] that if n=2 then the boundary value of ’G1 generates I
CR
3 . Thus I3, 5
is defined by using ’G1 and we have expansions of the form
B=cB3 ’
G
1 +c
B
4 e
CR
4 r+O(r
2), S=cS3 ’
G
1 r+c
S
4 e
CR
4 r
2+O(r3) (0.3)
with universal constants cBj and c
S
j for j=3, 4, where e
CR
4 is a base of I
CR
4 .
Specifically, ’G1 |0=4A
0
44 by [12], where the two dimensional notation for
Moser’s normal form coefficients Alpq =A
l
:; for |:|= p, |;|=q is used.
Then cB3 =&3, c
S
3=&2 (cf. [12, 15]). The constants c
B
4 and c
S
4 were iden-
tified in [15] with eCR4 specified.
The purpose of this paper is to refine (0.3) a step further and get the
expansions (0.2) explicitly. The point is the construction of the space I4, 5 .
For each w5, we define a subspace I WFw of I
W
w by
I WFw =[W # I
W
w ; w
TL(W)=w mod O(r6& j)],
and refer to elements of I WFw as WeylFefferman functionals of weight w.
Thus the restriction I WFw | 0 is a subspace of I
CR
w . Let us tentatively denote
by dw the dimension of I WFw |0 . Our first main result (Theorem 1) states
that
d1=d2=d3=0, d4=1, d5=2.
and gives bases of I WF4 and I
WF
5 . Consequently, we may take Ij, 5=I
WF
j for
j=4, 5 and get expansions (0.2). That is, once bases eWF4 # I
WF
4 and
eWF51 , e
WF
52 # I
WF
5 are specified in such a way that e
WF
4 | 0=e
CR
4 , we get
B=cB3 ’
G
1 +c
B
4 e
WF
4 r+(c
B
51 e
WF
51 +c
B
52e
WF
52 ) r
2+O(r3),
S=cS3 ’
G
1 r+c
S
4 e
WF
4 r
2+(cS51e
WF
51 +c
S
52e
WF
52 ) r
3+O(r4),
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where cB51 , c
B
52 , c
S
51 , c
S
52 are universal constants (Theorem 2). It turns out
that we have two natural expressions for the choice of eWF4 , so that these
constants differ accordingly. Our second main result (Theorem 3) gives the
identification of these constants.
The WeylFefferman functionals eWF4 , e
WF
51 , e
WF
52 are nonlinear in R; these
are squared norms of tensors of the form { q&2{ p&2R with respect to the
ambient LorentzKa hler metric g. The ambiguity estimates (1%) for these
are proved by using that Alpq =0 for p, q3, a fact which is specific to
n=2 and used throughout this paper. We deduce the surjectivity (2%) for
eWF4 , e
WF
51 , e
WF
52 from their explicit representations in Moser’s normal form.
In determining the universal constants cB51 , c
B
52 , c
S
51 , c
S
52 above, we need
explicit computations of Graham’s asymptotic solution uG as well as the
singularities of the Bergman kernel KB and the Szego kernel KS. For KB and
KS, we use algorithms based on the microlocal calculus of Kashiwara [16] and
Boutet de Monvel [24]. These algorithms were used in [15] in the same con-
text. For an algorithm of expanding uG with respect to Moser’s normal form
coefficients, we consider a linearization of the MongeAmpe re operator J[ } ],
which is different from that of Graham [13] in constructing uG. All computa-
tions are simplified by using a special class of domains.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we first give lists of CR
invariants and WeylFefferman functionals of weight 5, and then state
our main results on the Bergman kernel KB and the Szego kernel K S. Our
main results are reduced in Section 2 to several propositions which are
proved in the subsequent sections. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of
biweight which is a generalization of that defined by Boutet de Monvel
[24] and review some known facts from a viewpoint of biweight. CR
invariants of weight five are identified in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to
the study of ’G1 . WeylFefferman functionals of weight 5 are identified in
Section 6. In Section 7, we compute the singularities of KB and KS by using
a method in [24].
Recently, the first author refines in [14] the result of this paper for KB
and that of Bailey et al. [1] by giving a complete invariant expansion of
the singularity of KB for domains 0 in Cn. The expansion is done with
respect to a class of smooth defining functions of 0, for which one can
formulate a biholomorphic transformation law without ambiguity. This
class consists of the smooth parts of certain asymptotic solutions of a
MongeAmpe re equation lifted to C*_0 and is parametrized by a
variable C=(C l:; ) like Moser’s normal form coefficients A=(A
l
:; ). Then
the boundary value of a WeylFefferman functional is a polynomial in
(A, C), which is referred to as a Weyl invariant depending on C. It turns
out that any CR invariant is realized by a Weyl invariant independent
of C, and vice versa.
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The second author expresses his gratitude to Professor Charles Fefferman
for suggesting the possibility of realizing the CR invariant of weight four as
the boundary value of a WeylFefferman functional.
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
1.1. CR Invariants and WeylFefferman Functionals of Weight 5. We
begin by recalling the definition of CR invariants. Let 0 be a strictly
pseudoconvex domain in C2 with C boundary 0. We shall be working
near an arbitrarily fixed boundary point, say, the origin 0 # C2. Let us
assume for a moment that the boundary is real analytic near 0. Then, after
a holomorphic change of coordinates, 0 is locally given near z=0 by
2u>|z1 | 2+F(z1 , z 1 , v), with z=(z1 , z2) # C2 and z2=u+iv, where F is a
convergent power series of the form
F(z1 , z 1 , v)= :
p, q2
Apq (v) z p1 z
q
1 , Apq (v)= :

l=0
Alpq v
l (1.1)
satisfying Aqp (v)=Apq (v) and A22 (v)=A23 (v)=A33 (v)=0. In this case, we
say that 0 is in Moser’s normal form at 0 # C2. Setting A=(Alpq ), we
denote by N(A) the (germ of) real hypersurface in Moser’s normal form
with coefficients Alpq , and define N to be the totality of such A. We say
that a real-valued polynomial P=P(A) in A # N is a CR invariant of
weight w if
P(A)=P(A ) } |det 8$(0)|2w3 (1.2)
for any local biholomorphic mapping 8: N(A)  N(A ) such that 8(0)=0.
By the construction of Moser’s normal form in [7], we may regard each
CR invariant as a real analytic function on 0 near 0.
In case 0 is not real analytic and merely C, we consider formal power
series. Then, after a formally holomorphic change of coordinates, 0 is
written formally in Moser’s normal form at 0. If we also consider 8: N(A)
 N(A ) as above as a formal power series, then the CR invariants are
defined as in the real analytic case. In this case, we may regard a CR
invariant as a C function on 0.
Let I CRw denote the complexification of the real vector space of all CR
invariants of weight w, so that I CR0 =C. (We also refer to elements of I
CR
w
as CR invariants of weight w.) Then we have:
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Proposition 1. I CR1 =I
CR
2 =[0], dim I
CR
3 =dim I
CR
4 =1, and dim I
CR
5
=2. The spaces I CR3 and I
CR
4 are generated by A
0
44 and |A
0
42 |
2, respectively.
The space I CR5 is spanned by F
CR
0, 1 and F
CR
1, 0 , where
F CRa, b(A)=a |A
0
52 |
2+b |A043 |
2+Re[(c A035 &i dA
1
24 ) A
0
42 ]
with c=&2 a+10 b9 and d=&a+b3.
Remark 1.1. The results on I CRw for w4 above are due to Graham
[12]. However, in the list of I CR5 in [12] and also in [15], the term A
0
35
in F CRa, b(A) is missing, though I
CR
5 was not used in [12, 15] in the descrip-
tion of the Bergman kernel and the Szego kernel.
We next define WeylFefferman functionals. It is shown by Fefferman
[10] that there exists a C defining function r=rF of 0=[r>0] such
that rF is unique modulo O4(0) and satisfies J[rF]=1+O3(0), where
J[r] denotes the Levi determinant of r defined by
J[r]=det \ rrzj
rz k
2rzjz k+
and Om(0) for m # N0=[0, 1, 2, ...] stands for an error term which is
smoothly divisible by the m th power of a C defining function of 0. We
refer to any one of rF as a Fefferman’s defining function of 0.
For r=rF, we set
r*(z0 , z)=|z0 |2 r(z), (z0 , z) # C*_0 (C*=C"[0]),
and define the ambient metric g by using the Ka hler potential r*, that is,
gjk =2r*zj z k for j, k=0, 1, 2. Then g is a LorentzKa hler metric near
C*_0 in C*_0 . Denoting by R the curvature tensor of g, we set R( p, q)
={ q&2 { p&2R for p, q2, where { and { stand for the covariant differen-
tiations. For each w # N=[1, 2, ...], we consider complete contractions of
the form
W*=contr(R( p1 , q1 )  } } } R( ps , qs )) (1.3)
such that sj=1 p j=
s
j=1 qj=s+w, and we set w(W
*)=w. There may be
several ways of taking complete contraction, and we choose one of these.
We consider a linear combination W*=c1 W *1 + } } } +cN W
*
N of complete
contractions W *j as in (1.3) such that w(W
*
j )=w, and call W
* a Weyl
polynomial of weight w. Here, we regard the variable of W* to be the
components of R( p, q) with p, q2.
We take a Weyl polynomial W* of weight w. Then for each domain 0
and a Fefferman’s defining function r=rF of 0, a function W*[r] in a
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neighborhood of C*_0 is defined by evaluating the curvature R( p, q) for
the ambient metric g[r]. We see that W*[r] takes the form
W*[r](z0 , z)=|z0 |&2w W[r](z),
where W[r] is a function in a neighborhood of 0. Due to the ambiguity
of the choice of r=rF, the function W[r] is not uniquely determined.
Taking account of the ambiguity, we define WeylFefferman functionals as
follows.
Definition. We say that W is a WeylFefferman functional of weight w
if W is well-defined modulo O6&w(0).
Let I WFw denote the totality of WeylFefferman functionals of weight w.
We shall see in Proposition 3 that if W # I WFw then its boundary value is a
CR invariant of weight w. We identify two WeylFefferman functionals if
these have the same boundary value. In other words, we consider the
quotient space I WFw of I
WF
w by the equivalence relation of having the same
boundary value. Then one may regard I WFw as a linear subspace of I
CR
w .
Now we have:
Theorem 1. I WF1 =I
WF
2 =I
WF
3 =[0], dim I
WF
4 =1, and dim I
WF
5 =2.
The space I WF4 is generated by either one of &R
(4, 2)&2 and &R(3, 3)&2, and the
space I WF5 is spanned by &R(5, 2)&2 and &R(4, 3)&2, where &R(a, b)&2 denotes the
squared norm of the tensor R(a, b) with respect to the Lorentz metric g. (The
squared norm need not be non-negative.)
Note by Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 that 0=dim I WF3 <dim I
CR
3 =1.
Instead, 4 A044 # I
CR
3 is realized as the boundary value of ’
G
1 , where ’
G
1 is
contained in Graham’s asymptotic solution u=uG of the complex Monge
Ampe re boundary value problem
J[u]=1 (and u>0) in 0, u=0 on 0. (1.4)
More precisely, Graham [13] showed that if r=rF is specified then for any
a # C(0) there exists a unique formal series
uG=r :

j=0
’Gj } (r
3 log r) j, ’Gj # C
(0 ), (1.5)
such that u=uG satisfies (1.4) formally and ’G0 =1+a r
3+O4(0); each
’Gj is independent of a modulo O
3(0).
1.2. Invariant Expansion of the Bergman Kernel and the Szego Kernel.
In addition to the assumption that 0 is a strictly pseudoconvex domain in
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C2 with C  boundary, we assume that 0 is bounded. Recall that the
Bergman kernel KB(z, w ) and the Szego kernel KS(z, w ) (z, w # 0) associated
with 0 are defined by
KB(z, w )=:
j
hBj (z) h
B
j (w), K
S(z, w )=:
j
hSj (z) h
S
j (w),
where [hBj ] and [h
S
j ] are complete orthonormal systems of the Hilbert
spaces HB(0) and H S(0), respectively. Here, H B(0) is the totality of L2
holomorphic functions, and HS(0) is the totality of holomorphic functions
with L2 boundary values, so that the space HS(0) depends on the choice
of a surface element _ on 0. We choose _ in such a way that the Szego
kernel is transformed by biholomorphic mappings invariantly in the sense
of [11]. Specifically, we assume that _ satisfies
_7 dr=J[r]13 dV(z) on 0, with dV(z)= 
2
j=1
dz j 7 dz j
&2i
,
where r is an arbitrary defining function of 0. Then _ is determined
independent of the choice of r. It is observed by Fefferman [9, 11] (see also
[5]) that KB(z)=K B(z, z ) and KS(z)=KS(z, z ) satisfy
?2
2
KB=
.B
r3
+B log r, ?2K S=
.S
r2
+S log r (1.6)
near 0, where .B, B and .S, S are functions C  up to the boundary,
and .B=.S=J[r] on 0. It is then shown by Graham [12] and in [15]
that if r=rF then
.B=1+O3(0), B=&3 ’G1 +
24
5 |A
0
42 |
2 r+O2(0),
(1.7)
.S=1+O2(0), S=&2 ’G1 r+
8
15 |A
0
42 |
2 r2+O3(0),
with ’G1 in (1.5). We refine (1.7) a step further. That is, our main results are
stated as follows.
Theorem 2. Let r=rF be a Fefferman’s defining function of 0. Then
there exist real universal constants cB1 , c
B
2 , c
B
3 , c~
B
1 , c~
B
2 , c~
B
3 and c
S
1 , c
S
2 , c
S
3 , c~
S
1 ,
c~ S2 , c~
S
3 independent of the choice of 0 such that 
B and S in (1.6) satisfy
B+3 ’G1 =c
B
1 &R
(4, 2)&2 r+(cB2 &R
(5, 2)&2+cB3 &R
(4, 3)&2) r2+O3(0)
=c~ B1 &R(3, 3)&2 r+(c~ B2 &R(5, 2)&2+c~ B3 &R(4, 3)&2) r2+O3(0),
S+2 ’G1 r=c
S
1 &R
(4, 2)&2 r2+(cS2 &R
(5, 2)&2+cS3 &R
(4, 3)&2) r3+O4(0)
=c~ S1 &R
(3, 3)&2 r2+(c~ S2 &R
(5, 2)&2+c~ S3 &R
(4, 3)&2) r3+O4(0).
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Here &R(a, b)&2 are regarded as functions on the base domain 0 by restricting
to z0=1.
Theorem 3. The universal constants in Theorem 2 above are given by
cB1 =
3
1120 , c
B
2 =
61
141120 , c
B
3 =
3
7840 ,
c~ B1 =
1
160 , c~
B
2 =
1
20160 , c~
B
3 =
1
560 ,
cS1=
1
3360 , c
S
2=
1
23520 , c
S
3=
1
13230 ,
c~ S1=
1
1440 , c~
S
2=0, c~
S
3=
1
4320 .
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
2.1. Biholomorphic Transformation Laws. Given a domain functional
K=K0 # C(0 ) which is well-defined modulo Ok(0), we say that K satis-
fies the biholomorphic transformation law of weight w # Z modulo Ok(0) if
K01=K02 b 8 } |det 8$|
2w3 mod Ok(0)
for any biholomorphic mapping 8: 01  02 . This notion can be localized
to a local domain functional K defined only near a boundary point, say
0 # C2, such that K satisfies the transformation law as above for any local
biholomorphic mapping 8 which fixes the origin. For such K, we write
K # I auxw (k). If K # I
aux
w (k) for all k # N, we write K # I
aux
w ().
Proposition 2. Let B and S be as in (1.6) with r=rF. Then:
(1%) B # I aux3 () and 
S # I aux2 ().
(2%) rF # I aux&1(4) and ’
G
1 # I
aux
3 (3).
(3%) If W # I WFw with w5 then W # I
aux
w (6&w).
Proof. The statements (1%) and (2%) are not new, but we shall give the
proofs in order to show the reasoning. To prove (1%), let us recall that KB
and KS satisfy the biholomorphic transformation law of weight 3 and 2,
respectively, without error. Noting that the singularities of KB and KS are
localizable near a boundary point (cf. [5, 9]), we have B # I aux3 () and
S # I aux2 (). To prove (2%), let us recall the transformation law for the
Levi determinant,
J[u1]=J[u] b 8 if u1=u b 8 } |det 8$|&23,
where 8: 01  02 is biholomorphic and u # C(02) is arbitrary. Since rF
is unique modulo O4(0) and satisfies J[rF]=1+O3(0), it follows that
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rF # I aux&1(4). Similarly, we have u
G # I aux&1() formally, where the meaning
will be apparent though uG  C(0 ) even formally. This yields ’G1 # I
aux
3 (3).
It remains to prove (3%). Following Fefferman [10], we lift a biholo-
morphic mapping 8: 01  02 to a biholomorphic mapping 8* : C*_01
 C*_02 defined by
8*(z0 , z)=(z0 } [det 8$(z)]&13, 8(z)).
If r2 is a Fefferman’s defining function on 02 , then r1=r2 b 8 } |det 8$|&23
is a Fefferman’s defining function on 01 and r*1 =r
*
2 b 8
* holds. Thus
g1=(8*)* g2 , where g1 and g2 are respectively ambient metrics with
potentials r*1 and r
*
2 . Consequently, if W
*[r1] and W*[r2] are complete
contractions of the form (1.3) constructed respectively from r1 and r2 in a
same way, then
W*[r1]=W*[r2] b 8*, and thus W[r1]=W[r2] b 8 } |det 8$| 2w3.
Thus, if W # I WFw then W # I
aux
w (6&w), because W is by definition well-
defined modulo O6&w(0) independent of the choice of r=rF.
2.2. Polynomial Dependence on Moser’s Normal Form Coefficients. Given
an arbitrarily fixed boundary point, say, the origin 0 # C2, we assume for
a moment that 0 is real analytic near 0 and that 0 is in Moser’s normal
form N(A)=[2u=|z1 |2+F(z1 , z 1 , v)]. Setting
U(z, z )=U0&F(z1 , z 1 , v), U0=2u&|z1 | 2, (2.1)
we make a real change of coordinates (z1 , z2)  (z$1 , z$2) defined by z$1=z1
and z$2=U+i v, so that u$=U and v$=v. Abusing notation, we write
(z1 , U+i v) in place of (z$1 , u$+i v$). Given a local domain functional
K=K0 # I auxw (k), we consider the Taylor expansion in the new coordinates
Kt :

m=0
cm(z1 , z 1 , v) Um,
where the coefficients cm are formal power series in (z1 , z 1 , v), so that these
Taylor expansions make sense even when 0 is not real analytic. We write
K # Iw(k) if all the coefficients of the formal power series cm for m<k are
polynomials in A # N. If K # Iw(k) for all k # N, we then write K # Iw().
Proposition 3. (1%) B # I3() and S # I2().
(2%) rF # I&1(4) and ’G1 # I3(3).
(3%) If W # I WFw with w5 then W # Iw(6&w).
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By virtue of Proposition 2, only the point of Proposition 3 is the polyno-
mial dependence, which will be seen in Subsections 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1.
2.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Recall by Proposition 3 that B # I3() and
’G1 # I3(3), so that the boundary values of 
B and ’G1 are CR invariants of
weight 3. It is shown by Graham [12] that ’G1 =4 A
0
44 on 0. It then
follows from Proposition 1 that there exists a universal constant cB0 such
that B=cB0 ’
G
1 on 0. We can thus define 
B
4 # C
(0 ) by B&cB0 ’
G
1 =
B4 r. Recalling by Proposition 3 that r # I&1(4), we see that 
B
4 # I4(2).
Setting W41=&R(4, 2)&2 and W42=&R(3, 3)&2, we have by Theorem 1 and
Proposition 3 that W41 , W42 # I4(2). Thus Proposition 1 and Theorem 1
imply the existence of universal constants cB1 and c~
B
1 such that 
B
4 =c
B
1 W41
=c~ B1 W42 on 0. We can thus define 
B
5 , 
B
5 # C
(0 ) by
B4 =c
B
1 W41+
B
5 r=c~
B
1 W42+
B
5 r.
Arguing as before, we have B5 , 
B
5 # I5(1), so that
B5 =c
B
2 W51+c
B
3 W52+O
1(0),  B5 =c~
B
2 W51+c~
B
3 W52+O
1(0)
with W51=&R(5, 2)&2 and W52=&R(4, 3)&2, where cB3 , c
B
4 , c~
B
3 , c~
B
4 are universal
constants. This completes the proof for B. The expansion for S is obtained
in a same manner.
2.4. Explicit Expressions in Terms of Moser’s Normal Coordinates. The
proof of Theorem 3 requires explicit expressions in terms of Moser normal
form coefficients.
Proposition 4. Let #*t =(1, 0, t2) # C*_C
2. Then, as t  +0,
&R(4, 2)&2 (#*t )=2
8 } 7 |A042 |
2+28 F50, 936, V, V(A) t+O(t2);
&R(3, 3)&2 (#*t )=28 } 3 |A042 |2+25 } 4! F25, 243, V, V(A) t+O(t2);
&R(5, 2)&2 (#*t )=&4 } (5!)
2 F1, 18, V, V(A)+O(t);
&R(4, 3)&2 (#*t )=&4 } (5!)
2 F43, 575, V, V(A)+O(t),
where
Fc1 , c2 , d1 , d2 (A)=c1 |A
0
52 |
2+c2 |A043 |
2+Re[(d1 A035 &i d2 A
1
24 ) A
0
42 ].
In particular, we have, for r=rF,
7 &R(3, 3)&2&3 &R(4, 2)&2=( 37 &R
(5, 2)&2& 117 &R
(4, 3)&2) r+O(r2). (2.2)
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We now specialize the class of domains to
0pq=[2u>|z1 | 2+A0pq z
p
1 z
q
1+A
0
qp z
q
1 z
p
1 ]
with p+q7 and p>q.
Proposition 5. Let #t=(0, t2) # C2. If 0=0pq with p+q7 and
p>q, then
’G1 (#t)=cpq[’
G
1 ] |A
0
pq |
2 t p+q&5+O(t3), (2.3)
where c42[’G1 ]=
368
5 , c52[’
G
1 ]=&
680
3 , c43[’
G
1 ]=&
1956
5 .
Proposition 6. If 0=0pq with p+q7 and p>q, then
B(#t)=cpq[B] |A0pq |
2 t p+q&5+O p+q&4(t),
(2.4)
S(#t)=cpq[S] |A0pq |
2 t p+q&4+O p+q&3(t),
where
c42[B]=&216, c52[B]=660, c43[B]=1116,
c42[S]=&4403 , c52[
S]= 40409 , c43[
S]=760.
2.5. Proof of Theorem 3. By virtue of Theorem 2, it remains only to
determine universal constants cB1 , c
B
2 , c
B
3 , c~
B
1 , c~
B
2 , c~
B
3 and c
S
1 , c
S
2 , c
S
3 , c~
S
1 ,
c~ S2 , c~
S
3 . By (2.2), it suffices to identify c
B
1 , c
B
2 , c
B
3 and c
S
1 , c
S
2 , c
S
3 . We thus
specialize the class of domains to 0pq with p+q7 and p>q. It then
follows from Propositions 5 and 6 with Theorem 2 that
(cpq[B]+3cpq[’G1 ]) |A
0
pq |
2 t p+q&5
=cB1 &R
(4, 2)&2 t+(cB2 &R
(5, 2)&2+cB3 &R
(4, 3)&2) t2+O3(t),
(2.5)
(cpq[S]+2 cpq[’G1 ]) |A
0
pq |
2 t p+q&4
=cS1 &R(4, 2)&2 t2+(cS2 &R(5, 2)&2+cS3 &R(4, 3)&2) t3+O4(t),
where the WeylFefferman functionals in the right sides are restricted to
z=#t , and the constants cpq[’G1 ], cpq[
B], cpq[S] in the left sides are
given by Propositions 5 and 6. We now use Proposition 4. If ( p, q)=(4, 2)
then (2.5) with &R(4, 2)&2(0)=28 } 7 |A042 |
2 yields
cB1 =
3
1120 , c
S
1=
1
3360 .
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If ( p, q)=(5, 2), then
&R(4, 2)&2 (#t)=28 } 50 |A052 |
2 t+O(t2)
and &R(5, 2)&2(0)= 34 &R
(4, 3)&2 (0)=&4 } (5!)2 |A052 |
2, so that (2.5) yields
cB2 +
4
3 c
B
3 =
19
20160 , c
S
2+
4
3 c
S
3=
13
90720 .
Similarly, if ( p, q)=(4, 3), then (2.5) yields
cB1 +
19
30 c
B
2 =
17
25200 , c
S
1+
19
30 c
S
2=
41
453600 .
Solving these, we get the desired result.
3. WEIGHT AND BIWEIGHT WITH RESPECT TO DILATIONS
Let us assume that M/0 is an open C portion and in Moser’s nor-
mal form M=N(A). For the coordinates (z, z ), we set FA=C[A][[z, z ]],
the totality of formal power series in (z, z ) such that the coefficients are
polynomials in A. In this section we introduce the notion of biweight on FA
as an obvious generalization of the weight for CR invariants and local
domain functionals such as WeylFefferman functionals, by weakening the
transformation law under local biholomorphic mappings to that under
dilations
,*(z1 , z2)=(*z1 , |*|2 z2) for * # C*. (3.1)
We also consider the biweight on classes containing FA .
3.1. Biweight for Moser’s Normal Coefficients and Coordinates. For
A=(Alpq ), we define w
+-biweight of Alpq and that of constants by
w+2 (A
l
pq )=( p+l&1, q+l&1) (3.2)
and w+2 (c)=(0, 0) for c # C*. (We do not define w
+
2 (0), but this will be
naturally interpreted in each case, for instance, as w+2 (0)=(&, &).)
Then the notion of w+-biweight extends to monomials in A in such a way
that
w+2 (P1(A) P2(A))=w
+
2 (P1(A))+w
+
2 (P2(A)) (3.3)
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for monomials P1(A) and P2(A), where the sum of the biweight is defined
by (w$1 , w"1)+(w$2 , w"2)=(w$1+w$2 , w"1+w"2). For a polynomial P(A), we
write
P(A)=P1(A)+ } } } +PN(A) with w+2 (Pj (A))=(w$j , wj"), (3.4)
where Pj (A) are monomials constituting P(A). We say that P(A) is of w+-
biweight (w$, w") and write w+2 (P(A))=(w$, w") if (w$j , w"j)=(w$, w") for
all j. When we do not specify (w$, w"), we say that P(A) is of homogeneous
w+-biweight. The equality (3.3) remains valid when P1(A) and P2(A) are
polynomials of homogeneous w+-biweight.
For Moser’s normal coordinates (z, z ), we define w&-biweight for mono-
mials in (z, z ) by setting
w&2 (z
p
1 z
q
1 z
l
2 z
m
2 )=(&p&l&m, &q&l&m) (3.5)
and w&2 (c)=(0, 0) for c # C*. As in the case of w
+-biweight, the notion of
w&-biweight extends to polynomials in (z, z ). In particular, w&2 (U0)=
(&1, &1).
Let z=(1 , 2) and z =(1 , 2 ), where j=z j and k =z k . We
define w&-biweight for monomials in (z , z ) by setting
w&2 (
p
1 
q
1 
l
2 
m
2 )=( p+l+m, q+l+m), (3.6)
and extend the notion of w&-biweight to polynomials in (z , z ). Since
(3.6) is consistent with (3.5), the notion of w&-biweight extends to (linear
partial) differential operators with polynomial coefficients. We note that
w&-biweight defined by (3.5) and (3.6) differs by sign from biweight defined
by Boutet de Monvel [24].
For monomials P=P(A; z, z ) in A and (z, z ), we define its biweight by
setting w2(P)=w+2 (P)+w
&
2 (P). Then the notion of biweight extends to
polynomials in A and (z, z ), and hence, to the space FA defined at the
beginning of this section. In particular, w2(U)=(&1, &1). If an element
P=P(A; z, z ) of FA is of homogeneous biweight, then P+(A)=P(A; 0, 0)
and P&(z, z )=P(0; z, z ) are polynomials of homogeneous w+-biweight
and w&-biweight, respectively, and w+2 (P+)=w2(P)=w
&
2 (P&). The notion
of biweight extends to differential operators with coefficients in FA .
Let us give a remark on dilations in (3.1). Obviously, w&-biweight
corresponds to the exponents of the homogeneity with respect to dilations,
P(,*(z), ,*(z))=*&w$* &w"P(z, z ) if w&2 (P(z, z ))=(w$, w"),
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while w+-biweight corresponds to the exponents of the transformation
laws under dilations for Moser’s normal form coefficients,
A lpq =*
1& p&l* 1&q&lAlpq , where N(A )=,*(N(A)).
Consequently, a series P(A; z, z ) # FA is of biweight (w$, w") if and only if
P(A ; ,*(z), ,*(z))=*&w$* &w"P(A; z, z ) for every * # C*.
3.2. Weight Associated with Biweight. We first define w+-weight for
polynomials P(A) in A. We set w+(P(A))=(w$+w")2 if P(A) is of w+-
biweight (w$, w"). In general, P(A) admits a unique decomposition (3.4),
where Pj (A) are polynomials of homogeneous w+-biweight. If w$j+w"j=2w
for all j, we say that P(A) is of w+-weight w and write w+(P(A))=w. As
in the case of biweight, we say that P(A) is of homogeneous w+-weight
when w is not specified. If P(A) # I CRw , then w
+
2 (P(A))=(w, w) and thus
w+(P(A))=w.
Similarly, w&-weight is defined for polynomials in (z, z ) and for differential
operators with polynomial coefficients. (We note that w&-weight is &12
multiple of weight defined in [24].) Also, weight is defined on the space FA
and for differential operators with coefficients in FA . In particular, w(U )=
w&(U0)=&1. We have seen that the notion of weight (with respect to dila-
tions) is associated with that of biweight, and similarly for extensions of
biweight which will be done in subsequent subsections. Therefore, once
biweight is introduced, we regard that the corresponding weight is defined.
Let wj=(w$j+w"j)2 in the decomposition (3.4). If wjw (resp. w) for
all j, we say that P(A) is of w+-weight w (resp. w) and write
w+(P(A))w (resp. w), though w+(P(A)) may not be determined as a
number. This notation is justified by the fact that if w+(P(A))w and
w+(P(A))w then w+(P(A))=w. Note that if w+(Pj (A))wj (resp.
wj) for j=1, 2 then w+(P1(A)P2(A))w1+w2 (resp. w1+w2).
Similarly, we define the notion for polynomials P(z, z ) in (z, z ) to be of
w&-weight w (resp. w) and write w&(P(z, z ))w (resp. w). These
notions for w\-weight extend to FA by regarding (z, z ) or A as parameters.
Then, for an element P=P(A; z, z ) of FA with w(P)=w, P is of w+-weight
w+ (resp. w+) if and only if P is of w&-weight w&w+ (resp.
w&w+).
3.3. Biweight for Powers of U&10 and log U. Setting w
&
2 (U
m
0 )=(&m, &m)
for each negative integer m, we define biweight for formal power series of
U&10 with coefficients in FA ,
P(A; z, z )= :
0
m=&
Pm(A; z, z ) U m0 , Pm # FA ,
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by w2(P)=(w$, w") if w2(Pm)=(w$+m, w"+m) for all integers m0.
Expanding negative powers of U=U0(1&FU0), we see that w2(Um)=
(&m, &m) for m # Z. It should be noted that the expansion of P above is
not unique, unless each Pm is normalized to be independent of U0 in the
coordinates z1 , z 1 , v, U0 . Nevertheless, the series for P with general Pm
makes sense as an asymptotic series of increasing w+-weight (or equiv-
alently, decreasing w&-weight), as in the case of elements of FA . That is,
for any integer w>0, there exists an integer m(w)<0 such that if m<m(w)
then w+(Pm)w and if m(w)m0 then Pm modulo terms of w+-weight
w is uniquely determined by a polynomial in (z, z ) contained in Pm=
Pm(A; z, z ).
We next set w2((log U )k)=(0, 0) for k # N, and define biweight for
formal power series of log U with coefficients in FA by the additivity as
before. Then the biweight of log U is consistent with that of U&1 via partial
differentiation, and the restriction to A=0 leads to the definition w&2 (log U0)
=(0, 0). This definition is also consistent with the biweight of log U&log U0
=log(1&FU0), where the right side is expanded as in the case of negative
powers of 1&FU0 .
Let us finally consider a formal defining function r of M=N(A) which
is regarded as an element of FA , that is, rU # FA and rU>0 at (z, z )=
(0, 0). If w2(r)=(&1, &1), then log(rU ) # FA is of biweight (0, 0), and
thus w2((log r)k)=(0, 0) for k # N.
3.4. Ambiguity of Fefferman’s Defining Function rF. Let us recall that rF
is unique modulo O(U4). An elementary calculation shows that this ambiguity
is indeed arbitrary. That is, if a function r~ , C up to the boundary, satisfies
r~ &rF=O(U4) then J[r~ ]=1+O(U3). Thus, identifying rF with its Taylor
expansion with respect to the coordinates z1 , z 1 , v, U,
rF= :

m=1
Pm(z1 , z 1 , v) Um, P1=1,
we see that the Pm for m4 are arbitrary; while the Pm for m3 are
shown to be elements of F$A=C[A][[z1 , z 1 , v]] by virtue of Fefferman’s
construction of rF in [10]. We define C=(C lmpq ) by writing
Pm= :
p, q, l0
C lmpq z
p
1 z
q
1v
l for m4,
and set
rFA= :
3
m=1
PmU m, rF&rFA= :

m=4
PmU m. (3.7)
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Setting as in (3.2)
w+2 (C
lm
pq )=( p+l+m&1, q+l+m&1), (3.8)
we first extend the notion of w+-biweight to polynomials in (A, C). Then
the notion of biweight extends from FA to FA, C and F$A, C , where
FA, C=C[A, C][[z, z ]] and F$A, C=C[A, C][[z1 , z 1 , v]].
It follows that Pm # F$A, C and w2(Pm)=(m&1, m&1) for all m, so that
w2(rF )=w2(rF&rFA)=w2(r
F
A)=(&1, &1). (3.9)
3.5. Biweight for Covariant Derivatives of the Curvature Tensor. Setting
w&2 (z0)=w
&
2 (z 0)=(0, 0), we extend the notion of weight to the space
C[A, C][[z0 , z&10 , z, z 0 , z 0
&1, z ]], where the connection with dilation is
ignored. Then
w&2 (0)=w
&
2 (0 )=(0, 0), where 0=z0 and 0 =z 0 .
It follows from (3.9) that w2(r*)=(&1, &1) for r=rF. We set
w&2 (dzj)=w
&
2 (zj) and w
&
2 (dz k)=w
&
2 (z k) for j, k=0, 1, 2.
It then follows from the definition of the ambient metric g=(gjk ), which is
a covariant tensor, that
w2(g)=w2 \ :
2
j, k=0
gjk dzj dz k+=(&1, &1).
(We also have w2(det(gjk ))=(0, 0).) This together with Cramer’s formula
implies
w2 \ :
2
j, k=0
g jk  j k +=&w2(g)=(1, 1),
where (g jk ) is the inverse matrix of g=(gjk ). These equalities are written
componentwise as
w2(gjk )=w&2 ( jk )&(1, 1)=&w2(g
jk ) for j, k=0, 1, 2, (3.10)
where w&2 ( jk )=w
&
2 (jk ). More generally, we use the notation
w&2 (:; )=w
&
2 (: ; )
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for (ordered) multi-indices :=:1 } } } :a and ;=;1 } } } ;b with :j , ;k #
[0, 1, 2], where :=:1 } } } :a and ; =; 1 } } } ; b . We also write
w&2 (#)=w
&
2 (:; )=w
&
2 (: ; ),
where # is a multi-index of mixed type obtained by a rearrangement of :; .
For the later use, we set
|:|=a, |; |=|;|=b, |#|= |:|+ |; |.
For the (covariant) curvature tensor R=(Rjk lm ) of the metric g, we have
w2(R)=(&1, &1), i.e., w2(Rjk lm )=w&2 ( jk lm )&(1, 1), (3.11)
a fact which is obtained by applying (3.10) to the expression
Rjk lm =j k l m r*& :
2
p, q=0
g pq (q jl r*)(pk m r*).
We also have, for the (iterated) covariant derivative {cR=({#R jk lm ) of
order c (# being multi-indices of mixed type with |#|=c),
w2({
cR)=(&1, &1), i.e., w2({#Rjk lm )=w&2 (#jk lm )&(1, 1). (3.12)
More generally, if a covariant tensor S is of homogeneous biweight, so is
its covariant derivative T of arbitrary order and w2(T )=w2(S). We write
this fact as
w2({)=(0, 0), or equaivalently, w
&
2 ({#)=w
&
2 (#). (3.13)
By virtue of (3.13), we see that (3.11) yields (3.12). This fact (3.13) is
obtained by using w2(1 ljk)=w
&
2 ( jk)&w
&
2 (l), where 1
l
jk=m g
lm (j gkm )
are the Christoffel symbols; indeed, {j .k=j.k&l 1 ljk.l , {j.k =j.k ,
etc.
Suppose we are given a covariant tensor S=(S#) of homogeneous
biweight. Let us describe the effect of raising arbitrarily certain indices in
# via the (covariant) metric tensor (g jk ). We first define the dual indices by
(0*, 1*, 2*)=(2, 1, 0), and then extend the definition to multi-indices, so
that we have :* for :. Setting ; *=;*, we get a mapping # [ #* for multi-
indices of mixed type. Then it follows from (3.10) that
w2(S #)=w2(S#*); in particular, w2(S :;
 )=w2(S:*;*). (3.14)
Similar equalities are valid when we raise indices partially. For instance,
w2(S#$)=w2(S#$*), where # and $ are of mixed type.
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For a multi-index of mixed type #=#1 } } } #c , we define its transpose by
t#=#c } } } #1 and write {#Rjk lm =Rjk lm ; t# . We also set
R:; =Rjk lm ; :$;$ with := jl:$, ;=km;$.
Then (3.12) yields w2(R:; )=w&2 (:; )&(1, 1). Consequently, (3.14) and
w&2 (##*)=w
&
2 (#)+w
&
2 (#*)=(|#|, |#| )
imply
w2(R:; )+w2(R ;
 :)=(|:|+|;|&2, |:|+|;|&2),
w2(R::)=(|:|&1, |:|&1).
Let us finally give a remark on the change of coordinates. In Section 5
below, we shall compute covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor with
respect to the projective coordinates ‘=(‘0 , ‘1 , ‘2) defined by ‘0=z0 ,
‘1=z0z1 , and ‘2=z0z2 . Nevertheless, the facts stated in this subsection
remain valid with respect to the coordinates ‘ in place of (z0 , z), because
w&2 (‘j)=w
&
2 (z j) for j=0, 1, 2.
3.6. Transformation Laws for the Singularities of KB and K S. So far in
this section we have assumed M=N(A) # C, because local biholomorphic
transformation laws are apparent for locally constructed objects such
as CR invariants, the MongeAmpe re asymptotic solutions and Weyl
Fefferman functionals, even when the mappings are given by formal power
series. We have to be careful in treating the Bergman kernel KB and the
Szego kernel KS, since we consider the localizations of KB and KS which
are defined globally and thus the transformation laws are not obvious.
Let us begin by recalling the asymptotic expansions of KB and K S.
Assuming 0 # C, we specify a defining function r of 0 arbitrarily. To
unify the description, we set
K (3)=(?22) KB, K (2)=?2KS,
and consider K (w) for w=2, 3. According to Fefferman [9] and Boutet de
Monvel and Sjo strand [5], there exists a sequence [K (w)m ]m0 of functions
of the form
K (w)m =.r
&w+m log r with ., m # C(0 ),
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such that m&m&1=O(rm), and, as m becomes larger, K (w)&K (w)m is
smoother and the vanishing order at 0 is higher. Hence, if we let m=
formally, then
K (w)t.r&w+ log r with &m=O(rm+1). (3.15)
More precisely,  is realized as an element of C(0 ), and the difference
between both sides of (3.15) belongs to C(0 ).
Fixing p # 0 arbitrarily, we take a local coordinate system z about the
origin in such a way that r=U0+O( |z|3). Identifying . modulo O(rw) and
 with their Taylor expansions at the origin, we regard the right side of
(3.15) as the (formal) singularity of K (w). We also identify r with its Taylor
expansion. Then, in view of the constructions in [9, 5], we see that the
mappings of the Taylor coefficients of r to those of . modulo O(rw) and
 are well-defined and that these are polynomial mappings. In particular,
the singularity of K (w) is localizable.
Let us next consider the local transformation law. Suppose we are given
a biholomorphic mapping 8: U  U$ such that
8(M)=M$, 8( p)= p$, (3.16)
where U/C2 is a neighborhood of p and M/U is a strictly pseudoconvex
C real hypersurface containing p; similarly for p$ # U$. More rigorously,
M and M$ are germs of C hypersurfaces at p and p$, respectively, and 8
is a germ of biholomorphic mapping satisfying (3.16). Shrinking M if
necessary, we take arbitrarily a smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex
domain 0//C2 such that M/0. Denoting by K (w)0 the kernel K
(w)
associated with 0, we write the (formal) singularity of K (w)0 as K
(w)
M . It then
follows from the polynomial dependence above that K (w)M is independent of
the choice of 0. Consequently, we may write, corresponding to (3.15),
K (w)M =.r
&w+ log r with .,  # C[[z, z ]].
To get the transformation law for K (w)M , we first shrink M to M0 so that
p # M0 //M and take a smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain
00 /0 & U in such a way that M0 /00 . Then 0$0=8(00) is a smoothly
bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain, and M$0=8(M0) is a real hyper-
surface satisfying p$ # M$0 //M$ and M$0/M$. Hence, the global transfor-
mation law yields
K (w)00 =(K
(w)
0$0
b 8) |det 8$| 2w3. (3.17)
We consider (3.17) about p # M0 . Let us write, in the sense of (3.17),
K (w)00 t.r
&w
0 + log r0 , K
(w)
0$0
t.$r$0 &w+$ log r$0 , (3.18)
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where r0 and r$0 are defining functions of 00 and 0$0 , respectively. (We may
take r0=r near M0 .) That is, if we regard M and M$ as C germs, then
the right sides of (3.18) are respectively K (w)00 and K
(w)
0$0
in the C sense. Let
us first assume that r$0 satisfies r0=r$0 b 8 |det 8$|&23. Then (3.17) yields
.=.$ b 8+O(rw0 ), =($ b 8) |det 8$|
2w3, (3.19)
which constitute the local biholomorphic transformation law for the
singularity K (w)M . In case r$0 is a general defining function of 0$0 , the trans-
formation law for  is unchanged while that for . is subject to an obvious
change. Even when 8 is given by a formal power series, (3.19) remains
valid as a formal transformation law. Consequently, we may assume M=
N(A) # C as in the previous Subsections. Also, the polynomial dependence
of B and S on A in the sense of Subsection 2.2 becomes apparent.
3.7. Biweight for Simple Holonomic Singularities. Assuming M=N(A)
# C as before, we use coordinates (z1 , z 1 , U, v) and consider for w # Z
fixed a (formal) singularity of the form
K(z, z )= :
w&1
m=0
.mUm&w+ :

m=w
.mUm&w log U, (3.20)
where .m # F$A satisfy w2(.m)=(m, m) for m0. We abbreviate these
conditions by writing w2(K)=(w, w). When w0, we agree to regard
.m=0 for m<0. Observe that K does not involve (formal) smooth terms.
Recalling that U depends on A # N, let us expand log U and negative
powers of U as in Subsection 3.3. Then (3.20) with w2(K)=(w, w) yields
K(z, z )= :
w&1
m=&
amU m&w0 + :

m=w
amU m&w0 log U0+ } } } , (3.21)
where am # F$A satisfy w2(am)=(m, m) for m # Z, and } } } stands for terms
which belong to FA . We can recover [.m] from [am] via
:

m=w
amU m&w0 log U0= :

m=w
.mU m&w log U0 ,
:
w&1
m=&
amU m&w0 = :
w&1
m=0
.m Um&w+ :

m=w
.mU m&w log(1&FU0)+ } } } .
The latter equality also yields w&(am)w&(F m)3m2m for m<0.
Consequently,
w&(amU m0 )&|m| for m # Z. (3.22)
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Let us next recall the complex normal form of M=N(A) introduced by
Boutet de Monvel [24]. This is defined by solving the equation U(z, z )
=0 for M with respect to the variables z 2 . Then M is given by
z 2=&z2+|z1 | 2+HB(z, z 1), that is, UB(z, z )=0
with UB(z, z )=U0(z, z )&HB(z, z 1), where HB(z, z 1) is a (formal) power
series of the form
HB(z, z 1)= :
p, q2
Bpq (z2) z p1 z
q
1 with Bpq (z2)= :

l=0
Blpq z
l
2 .
It follows that B22 (z2)=B23 (z2)=B32 (z2)=B33 (z2)=0, thus the name
complex normal form. We also have
w&2 (B
l
pq )=w
&
2 (A
l
pq ), FB=FA . (3.23)
In fact, A=(Alpa ) [ B=(B
l
pq ) is an injective polynomial mapping together
with its inverse and preserves w&-biweight; in particular, B=0 if and only
if A=0.
We now use coordinates (z, z 1 , UB). Then (3.20) with w2(K)=(w, w)
and (3.23) yields
K(z, z )= :
w&1
m=0
mU m&wB + :

m=w
mU m&wB log UB , (3.24)
where m # C[A][[z, z 1]] satisfy w2(m)=(m, m) for m0. The right
side of (3.24) is the formal version of a simple holonomic singularity in the
sense of Sato et al. [19], cf. [16, 24]. As in (3.21), we get by (3.24)
K(z, z )= :
w&1
m=&
bmU m&w0 + :

m=w
bmU m&w0 log U0+ } } } , (3.25)
where bm # C[A][[z, z 1]] satisfy w2(bm)=(w, w) for m # Z, and } } } stands
for an element of C[A][[z, z 1 , U]]. As in (3.22), we have
w&(bmU m0 )&|m| for m # Z. (3.26)
Observe that b0(0, 0)=0(0, 0)=.0(0, 0, 0)=a0(0, 0, 0), which is of
w&-biweight (0, 0) and thus a constant independent of A.
3.8. Biweight for Microdifferential Operators of Infinite Order. Let us
define [U0]m for m # Z as the singularities by
[U0]m={Cm U
m
0 log U0 , Cm=1m!
Cm U m0 , Cm=(&1)
m+1 (&m&1)!
for m0,
for m<0;
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thus k2[U0]m=[U0]m&k and [U0]0=log U0 . Then (3.25) with w2(K)=
(w, w) and (3.26) is written as
K(z, z )= :

m=&
cm(z, z 1)[U0]m&w , (3.27)
w2(cm)=(m, m), w&(cm[U0]m)&|m| for m # Z, (3.28)
where cm(z, z 1)=(1Cm&w) bm(z, z 1). Observe that the operator 2 acting
on such singularities is invertible, and the inverse &12 is determined by
&12 [U0]m=[U0]m+1 and
&12 ( f (z2)[U0]m)= :

j=0
(&1) j f ( j)(z2)[U0 ]m+1+j for f (z2) # C[[z2]].
In particular, 1
&1
2 [U0]m=&z 1[U0]m . We thus set
Q(z, ‘)= :

m=&
cm(z, &‘1 ‘2) ‘&m2 # C[[z, ‘, 1‘2]],
where ‘=(‘1 , ‘2) stands for the dual variable of z=(z1 , z2). (Be careful
that ‘ here is different from that in the projective coordinates at the end of
Subsection 3.5.) Then (3.27) is written as
K(z, z )=Q(z, z)[U0]&w , Q(z, z)= :

m=&
cm(z, &1 &12 ) 
&m
2 ,
(3.29)
and thus Q(z, ‘) is the total symbol of Q(z, z).
We define the notion of w\-biweight and biweight for Q(z, z) and
Q(z, ‘) so as to be consistent with the definition for K(z, z ) via (3.28). This
is done by setting w&2 (
&1
2 )=(&1, &1) and
w&2 (‘1)=(1, 0), w
&
2 (‘2)=(1, 1), w
&
2 (1‘2)=(&1, &1).
Then the condition (3.28) is written as
w2(Q)=(0, 0), w&(cm(z, &‘1 ‘2) ‘&m2 )&|m| for m # Z.
(3.30)
In particular, if we write Q= Qj with w&(Qj)= j # Z by arranging the
terms of Q(z, ‘) # C[[z, ‘, 1‘2]] then Qj (z, ‘) # C[z, ‘, 1‘2]. We denote
by M the totality of the formal operators Q(z, z) as in (3.29) satisfying
(3.30). Hence our singularities are parametrized by M via (3.29).
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Given Q # M and a sequence [Qk] in M, we write Qk  Q in M
if w&(Q&Qk)wk with a sequence wk  &. Then the notion of limit
with respect to w&-weight is defined on M, and each element of M can
be regarded as an asymptotic series via (3.30).
We now define a subclass M finite/M as follows: Q # Mfinite if in the
series expression (3.29) there exists m0=m0(Q) # Z such that cm=0 for
m<m0 . Hence each Q # M finite is the formal version of a pseudodifferential
operator of order &m0 , or rather, a holomorphic microdifferential
operator in the sense of Sato et al. [19], cf. [16, 24]. Thus each Q # M
is called (the formal version of) holomorphic microdifferential operator of
infinite order. In general, Q # M is not pseudo-local and amounts to a
Fourier integral operator. It follows from (3.30) that each Q # M can
be approximated with respect to w&-weight by a sequence in M finite. Let
us also note that Mfinite is closed under operations of taking the formal
adjoint and composition, defined by the symbol relations
Q*(z, ‘)= :

k=0
1
k!
(z } ‘)
k Q(z, &‘), z } ‘= :
2
j=1
2
zj‘j
,
(Q1 b Q2)(z, ‘)=\ :

k=0
1
k!
(z$ } ‘$)
k [Q1(z, ‘$) Q2(z$, ‘)]+} (z$, ‘$)=(z, ‘) .
It is seen that these operations extend consistently to M.
Let us finally consider the inversion in M. For * # C, we denote by
M(*) the totality of Q # M such that c0(0, 0)=* in the series expres-
sion (3.29). It is clear that if Q # M(*) then Q* # M(*) and that if
Q # M(*j) for j=1, 2 then Q1Q2 # M(*1*2). It follows from (3.30) that
if Q # M(0) then w&(Q)&12 and thus w&(Qk)&k2 for k # N.
Consequently, if Q # M(1) then 1&Q # M(0), so that
:

k=0
(1&Q)k= lim
N  
:
N
k=0
(1&Q)k # M(1)
is well-defined and gives the inverse Q&1 of Q. Since M(*)=*M(1) for
* # C*, it follows that the union of M(*) over * # C* constitutes invertible
elements in M, and that Q&1 # M(1*) when Q # M(*).
4. CR INVARIANTS OF WEIGHT 5
4.1. Polynomials of Homogeneous Biweight. Recall that a CR invariant
of weight w is a polynomial in Moser’s normal form coefficients A=(Alpq )
of (homogeneous) biweight (w, w) in the sense of Subsection 3.1. To prove
Proposition 3, we thus begin by determining all such polynomials for w5.
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Lemma 4.1. Let w5, and let Pw(A) be a real polynomial in A=(Alpq )
of biweight (w, w). Then
P0(A)=a, P1(A)=P2(A)=0, P3(A)=a A044 ,
P4(A)=Fabc(A), P5(A)=Fabcde:;(A),
with Fabc(A)=a |A042 |
2+b A055 +c A
1
44 and
Fabcde:;(A)=a |A052 |
2+b |A043 |
2+Re[(: A035 +; A
1
24 ) A
0
42 ]
+c A066 +d A
1
55 +e A
2
44 ,
where a, b, c, d, e # R and :, ; # C are arbitrary constants.
Proof. Let Vk denote the vector space of real homogeneous polyno-
mials in A of degree k0. Obviously, 0{Pw(A) # V0 if and only if w=0,
and this fact yields in particular P0(A)=a. Recall next that Al22 =A
l
33 =0
and that if w2(Alpq )=(w, w) then q= p and l=w& p+1. We then see that
Pw(A) # V1 is possible for w=1, ..., 5 only when P1(A)=0, P2(A)=0 and
P3(A)=a A044 , P4(A)=F0bc(A), P5(A)=F00cde00(A),
respectively. Let us now assume that 0{Pw(A) # Vk for k2. Recall that
if Alpq {0 then w(A
l
pq )2, and that w(A
l
pq )=2 if and only if A
l
pq =A
0
24 or
A042 . Consequently, w=w(Pw(A))2k, and in particular w4. (This
yields in general P1(A)=P2(A)=0 and P3(A)=a A044 .) If w=4 then k=2,
while P4(A) # V2 is a real quadratic polynomial in A024 and A
0
42 , so that
P4(A)=a |A042 |
2. (Thus P4(A)=Fabc(A) in general.) It only remains to
consider the case w=5, in which case we have again k=2. What we need
to show is that the assumption 0{P5(A) # V2 implies P5(A)=Fab000:;(A).
Observe that P5(A) is a linear combination of monomials of the form
Q1(A) Q2(A), where the following two cases are possible for Qj=Qj (A):
w(Q1)=w(Q2)=52; or w(Q1)=3 and w(Q2)=2.
In the former case, Q1Q2 is a constant multiple of |A0pq |
2 with ( p, q)=
(5, 2) or (4, 3). In the latter case, the possible choices are Q1Q2=: A035 A
0
42 ,
; A124 A
0
42 and their complex conjugates. Therefore, P5(A)=Fab000:;(A) as
desired. K
4.2. A Group Action on Polynomials in A. To describe the nonunique-
ness of Moser’s normal form, we recall Moser’s construction of normal
forms. For A, A # N, let B(A, A ) denote the set of all formal biholomorphic
mapping 8 near the origin such that 8(0)=0 and 8(N(A))=N(A ). Let H
denote the isotropy group of the Siegel domain 2u>|z1 |2. Thus, H consists
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of automorphisms of the Siegel domain which fix the origin. In [7] (see
also [18]), a group action
H_N # (h, A) [ h .A # N
is constructed in such a way that for each (h, A) # H_N there exists
8=8(h, A) # B(A, h .A) with 8$(0)=h$(0) having the following properties:
(i) If h(N(A))=N(A ) for some A # N, then 8(h, A)=h;
(ii) For each 8 # B(A, A ), there exists a unique h # H such that
A =h .A and 8 =8(h, A) .
Therefore, formally holomorphic equivalence classes of N are realized as
H-orbits of N. Consequently, the transformation law (1.2) is equivalent to
P(h .A)=P(A) |det h$(0)|&2w3 for any h # H. (4.1)
It is convenient to rewrite the transformation law (4.1) by the Lie group H
in terms of the Lie algebra of H. In fact, we have:
Lemma 4.2. A real polynomial P(A) of biweight (w, w) is a CR invariant
of weight w if and only if
d
dt
P(t! .A) } t=0=0 for any ! # C, (4.2)
where !(z1 , z2)=(z1&! z2 , z2)(1&! z1+|!|2 z2 2).
Proof. Setting H0=[ # H; det $(0)=1], we observe that every h # H
admits a unique decomposition h=,* b  with * # C* and  # H0 . Let us
recall that H0 is isomorphic to the Heisenberg group and that each element
of  # H0 takes the form
(z1 , z2)=
(z1&! z2 , z2)
1&! z1+’ z2
, where ’=
1
2
|!|2+i r, (!, r) # C_R.
Recalling that the Heisenberg group is generated by elements of the form
(!, r)=(!, 0), we see that H is generated by
,* , ! with (*, !) # C*_C.
Hence, the transformation law (4.1) can be written as
P(,* .A)=|*|&2wP(A) for * # C*, (4.1a)
P(! .A)=P(A) for ! # C. (4.1b)
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The first condition (4.1a) says by definition that P(A) is of biweight (w, w).
The second condition (4.1b) is equivalent to
d
dt
P(t! .A)=0 for (t, !) # R_C, (4.1b)$
because 0(z1 , z2)=(z1 , z2). Noting that t! b t$!=(t+t$)! for any
t, t$ # R, we see that (4.1b)$ is equivalent to (4.2). K
4.3. End of the Proof of Proposition 1. Let us compute the left side of
(4.2) for polynomials P(A)=Pw(A) in Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. With ! # C arbitrarily fixed, let A(t)=t ! .A. Then,
d
dt
A044 (t) } t=0=0, (1%)
d
dt
Fabc(A(t)) } t=0= Re[! (c1A045 +c2 A134 )], (2%)
d
dt
Fabcde:;(A(t)) } t=0= Re[(c3 ! A025 +c4 ! A034 ) A042 &
+Re[! (c5A056 +c6A
1
45 +c7A
2
34 )], (3%)
where c2 (resp. c7) is a linear combination of b, c (resp. c, d, and e), and
c1=&b&10i c, c3=&2a+
3
2
:&5i ;,
c4=
2
3
b&
3
2
:+3i ;, c5=&2c&12i d, c6=
i
2
c&2d&10i e.
Proof. It is proved by Graham in [12, Lemma 2.8] that
A024 (t)=A
0
24 , A
0
25 (t)=A
0
25 &! t A
0
24 ,
A044 (t)=A
0
44 , A
0
34 (t)=A
0
34 +
1
3 ! t A
0
24 ,
A035 (t)=A
0
35 +
3
2 ! t A
0
25 &
3
2! t A
0
34 &|! t|
2 A024 ,
A124(t)=A
1
24 &5i ! t A
0
25 +3i ! t A
0
34 +3i |!t|
2 A024 .
Then (1)% is obvious and |A042 (t)|
2 does not contribute to (2%). The
derivative at t=0 of the nonlinear part of Fabcde:;(A(t)) in A(t) is given by
Re[(c3 ! A025 +c4 !A
0
34 ) A
0
42 ]. It remains to consider the linear parts of
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Fabc(A) and Fabcde:;(A), which we denote by Q4(A) and Q5(A), respec-
tively. That is,
Q4(A)=b A055 +c A
1
44 , Q5(A)=c A
0
66 +d A
1
55 +e A
2
44 .
We are concerned with Q4(A4 ) and Q5(A4 ), where A4 =(A4 lpq ) is defined by
A4 lpq =d A
l
pq (t)dt| t=0 . It is elementary to verify A4
l
qp =A4
l
pq and that each A4
l
pq
is a polynomial in A, !, ! of homogeneous biweight ( p+l&1, q+l&1) if
biweight for !, ! is defined by
w2(!)=(0, 1), w2(! )=(1, 0).
It then follows from the trace conditions on Moser’s normal form that
A4 055 =Re[! (c11A
0
45 +c21A
1
34 )],
A4 144 =Re[! (c12A
0
45 +c22A
1
34 )],
A4 066 =Re[! (c51A
0
56 +c61A
1
45 +c71A
2
34 )],
A4 155 =Re[! (c52A
0
56 +c62A
1
45 +c72A
2
34 )],
A4 244 =Re[! (c53A
0
56 +c63A
1
45 +c73A
2
34 )]
with absolute constants c11 , ..., c73 . We need to determine c11 , c12 and
c5j , c6j for j=1, 2, 3. Let us recall another result of Graham in [12,
Lemma 2.4(a)]; it is shown that if a surface in Moser’s normal form is
defined by
N(A)=[2u=|z1 | 2+2 Re(zk1z
k+1
1 v
l)] with k4, l0,
then N(t! .A) is given by
2u=|z1 |2+2 Re _zk1 z k+11 vl+ i4 l (t! |z1 |2k+4&t!zk+11 z k+31 ) vl&1
&
1
2
(k+l&3) t! |z1 | 2k+2 vl&(k+l) t!zk1 z
k+2
1 v
l
&i(k+1) t! |z1 |2k vl+1+i k t! zk&11 z
k+1
1 v
l+1&+ } } } ,
where } } } stands for terms of weight <&k&l&1. In other words, if we
start from A # N such that all Alpq =0 except for A
l
k k+1=1 with k4,
l0, then
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A4 l&1k+2 k+2=Re _ i2 l ! & , A4 lk+1 k+1=Re[&(k+l&3) ! ],
A4 l+1k k =Re[&2i (k+1)! ], ... .
Using this result for (k, l)=(4, 0), (5, 0), (4, 1) we get
c11=&1, c12=&10 i,
c51=&2, c52=&12 i, c53=0,
c61=
i
2
, c62=&2, c63=&10 i.
Therefore,
Q4(A4 )=Re[! (c1A045 +c2A
1
34 )],
Q5(A4 )=Re[! (c5A056 +c6A
1
45 +c7 A
2
34 )] ,
as desired. K
Proof of Proposition 1. For w5, a CR invariant of weight w is exactly
the polynomial Pw(A) in Lemma 4.1 which satisfies the condition (4.2) in
Lemma 4.2. Note that the case w2 is trivial. Using Lemma 4.3 (1%), (2%),
and (3%), we consider the case 3w5. If w=3, then by (1%) the condi-
tion (4.2) for Pw(A) is automatically satisfied. If w=4, then (4.2) holds if
and only if c1=c2=0 in (2%), a condition which is equivalent to b=c=0.
Let w=5, and thus (4.2) holds if and only if
cj=0 for 3 j7 in (3%). (4.3)
Note that the condition c5=c6=0 is equivalent to c=d=e=0, in which
case we have c7=0. Consequently, (4.3) holds if and only if c3=c4=0 and
c=d=e=0. Solving the equations c3=c4=0, we get, as desired,
:=&2a+
10
9
b, ;=i a&
i
3
b.
5. FEFFERMAN’S DEFINING FUNCTIONS AND GRAHAM’S
ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
In this section, we prove Proposition 3 (2%) and Proposition 5.
Let us recall that the point of Proposition 3 (2%) is the polynomial
dependence of rF and ’G1 on Moser’s normal form coefficients. We thus
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reformulate in Subsection 5.1 Graham’s construction of asymptotic solu-
tions in (1.6) of the complex MongeAmpe re boundary value problem
(1.5), in such a way that the polynomial dependence is obvious.
Once Proposition 3 (2%) is established, the proof of Proposition 5 is
reduced to identifying the universal constants cpq[’G1 ] for ( p, q)=(4, 2),
(5, 2), and (4, 3), by virtue of the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let 0=0pq with p+q7 and p>q. If K # Iw(6&w) with
w5, then there exists a constant cpq such that
K0(#t)=cpq |A0pq |
2 t p+q&5+O(t6&w).
Proof. Let us write K0 for K0 . By definition, we have the expansion
KN(A)(#t)= :
5&w
m=0
Pm(A) tm+O(t6&w),
where each coefficient Pm(A) is of biweight (w+m, w+m). For the surface
0pq=N(A), Lemma 4.1 yields Pp+q&2(A)=cpq |A0pq |
2 and Pm(A)=0 for
m{ p+q&2. K
Remark 5.1. For Fefferman’s defining function rF, we have
rF(#t)=t+O(t4).
In fact, if we consider the expansion rF(#t)=3m=1 Pm(A) t
m+O(t4), then
each coefficient Pm(A) is of biweight (m&1, m&1), so that Lemma 3.1
implies P2=P3=0. Note also that P1 is a universal constant independent
of A, and the value P1(A)=1 is determined by using the Siegel domain
2u>|z1 | 2.
To determine cpq[’G1 ], we consider in Subsection 5.3 an asymptotic
expansion with respect to Moser’s normal form coefficients A. Namely, in
addition to the filtration with respect to the vanishing order on the bound-
ary, we also consider a filtration relative to the degree of polynomials in A.
This enables us to do explicit computations in Subsection 5.4.
5.1. Polynomial Dependence. As in Section 3, we set
FA=C[A][[z, z ]]=C[A][[z1 , z 1 , U, v]] and F$A=C[A][[z1 , z 1 , v]].
Let B denote the ring of formal series of the form
f = :

k=0
’k } (U 3 log U )k with ’k=’k[ f ] # FA . (5.1)
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We now construct formal solutions of (1.4) in the form u=UV0(1+ f )
with f # B, where V0=J[U]&13. Recall by Fefferman’s construction of rF
in [9] that J[UV0]=1+O(U ), so that
J[UV0(1+’0)]=(1+’0)3+O(U ).
We thus require ’0=O(U ), that is, f | U=0=0. Then the condition u>0 in
0 is formally satisfied, and (1.4) is formally written as
M[ f ]=1, where M[ f ]=J[UV0(1+ f )], V0=J[U]&13.
(5.2)
We now have, as a refinement of [12, Theorem 2.11], the following result.
Proposition 7. For every a # C[[z1 , z 1 , v]], there exists a unique
solution f =f [a] # B of (5.2) such that ’0=’0[ f ] # FA satisfies
3U’0 |U=0=3! a and ’0=O(U ). (5.3)
Furthermore, f =f [a] depends polynomially on A # N and the coefficients
of the series a, that is,
’k # C[A, C0][[z1 , z 1 , U, v]] for a=: C lpq z
p
1 z
q
1v
l with C0=(C lpq ).
Before proving Proposition 7 above, let us observe that this implies the
polynomial dependence of rF and ’G1 on A # N.
Proof of Proposition 3 (2%). We first note that uG is uniquely deter-
mined by specifying a # C[[z1 , z 1 , v]]. Then (5.2) yields uG=UV0(1+ f )
with f=f [a] in Proposition 7. Comparing the smooth part of both sides,
we get
rF=UV0(1+’0[ f ])+O(U 4),
which, together with Proposition 2, implies rF # I&1(4). Comparing next
the coefficients of log rF in the expansion with respect to rF, we obtain
’G1 =’1[ f ] V0(Ur
F)4=’1[ f ] V &30 (1+’0[ f ])
&4+O(U3).
Since ’1[ f ] V &30 (1+’0[ f ])
&4 # FA , Proposition 2 implies ’G1 # I3(3). K
In order to prove Proposition 7 above, we begin by determining the
linear part of the operator M in (5.2). We set
DA=FA[z1 , z 1 , UU , v],
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the ring of linear differential operators generated by z1 , z 1 , UU , v with
coefficients in FA ; thus DA acts on B. We then have:
Proposition 8. Let V # FA satisfy V |A=0=1. Then there exists an operator
L # DA acting on B such that
J[UV(1+.)]=J[UV](1&L.)+9(P1., ..., Pl.), (5.4)
where P1 , ..., Pl # DA and 9(x) # C[x] with x=(x1 , ..., xl) satisfies 9(x)=
O( |x|2). The operator L takes the form
L=I(UU)+UP0 with I({)=({+1)({&3),
where P0 # DA satisfies P0 |A=0=Q0 with
Q0=z1 z 1&
i
2
z1z1 v+
i
2
z 1z 1 v+
1
4
(U+|z1 |2) 2v .
Remark 5.2. A similar result holds in the n dimensional case. In fact,
the formula (5.4) is valid with I({)=({+1)({&n&1) and
Q0= :
n&1
j=1 \zj z j&
i
2
zjzj v+
i
2
z jz j v+
1
4
|z j |2 2v++14 U2v ,
where the partial derivatives are taken with respect to the real coordinates
z1 , ..., zn&1 , z 1 , ..., z n&1 , U, v.
Postponing the proof of Proposition 8 until the next subsection, let us
continue the argument of proving Proposition 7. We use Proposition 8
with V=V0=J[U]&13. Then
M[ f ]=J[UV0](1&Lf )+9(P1 f, ..., Pl f ). (5.5)
Note that M[ f ] is a polynomial in Pf, P # DA . Thus, M consists of
(nonlinear) totally characteristic operators in the sense of [17].
It is convenient to introduce a filtration B=B0 #B1# } } } by setting
Bk= :

j=k
Bj , where Bj={U j :
[ j3]
k=0
’ j, k } (log U )k ; ’j, k # F$A = .
Then f # B1 if and only if ’0[ f ]=O(U ). Consequently, the condition (5.3)
is equivalent to f # B(a) & B1 , where
B(a)=[ f # B; 3U’0[ f ]|U=0=3! a].
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We shall construct a solution f # B(a) & B1 of (5.2) in the form
f = lim
k  
fk with fk= :
k
j=1
*j and * j # Bj , (5.6)
where we require *3 # B3(a) :=B3 & B(a). Observe that this limit makes
sense as a formal series f =j1 *j . To define f j for j1 successively, we
first linearize the operator M at fj&1 .
Lemma 5.2. If f # B1 is given as in (5.6), then
M[ fm]=M[ fj&1]&I(UU) * j mod Bj+1 (5.7)
for 1 jm, where f0=0 and f= f.
Proof. Noting that P *j # Bj for P # DA , we have
Lfm=Lf j&1+I(UU) * j mod Bj+1 .
On the other hand, since Bj } Bk /Bj+k , it follows from the assumption
f # B1 that
9(P1 fm , ..., Pl fm)=9(P1 f j&1 , ..., Pl f j&1) mod Bj+1 .
Hence (5.5) implies
M[ fm]&M[ fj&1]=&J[UV0] I(UU) *j mod Bj+1 .
Recalling that J[UV0]=1 mod B1 , we obtain (5.7). K
We next solve the linear equations for *j # Bj ( j1):
I(UU) *j=+j # Bj . (5.8) j
Lemma 5.3. If j{3, then (5.8) j always has a unique solution. For j=3,
Eq. (5.8)3 has a solution *3 # B3 if and only if +3 does not contain log U, that
is, +3 # FA . Furthermore, the solution is unique under the restriction
*3 # B3(a), for each a # C[[z1 , z 1 , v]] prescribed.
Proof. For *j , +j # Bj , we write
*j= :
[ j3]
k=0
*j, kU j (log U )k, +j= :
[ j3]
k=0
+ j, k U j (log U )k
with *j, k , +j, k # F$A . Then, (5.8) j holds if and only if
I( j) *j, k+(k+1) I$( j) *j, k+1+(k+2)(k+1) *j, k+2=+j, k . (5.9) j
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Notice that *j, k=0 for k>[ j3]. If j{3, then I( j){0, and thus (5.9) j
uniquely determines *j, k for all k0. Consequently, (5.8)j for j{3 always
has a unique solution. For j=3, we note that I(3)=0 and *3, k=0 for
k>1. Thus (5.9)3 is equivalent to
4*3, 1=+3, 0 , +3, k=0 for k1.
Therefore, Eq. (5.8)3 has a solution if and only if +3, k=0 for k1, and the
solution is in general of the form *3=U 3(*3, 0+*3, 1 log U ) with *3, 1=
+3, 0 4. Hence, the solution becomes unique by specifying *3, 0=a. K
Using Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we can prove Proposition 7 as follows.
Proof of Proposition 7. Suppose at first we are given f # B(a) & B1
arbitrarily, and let fj , *k for j0, k1 be defined by (5.6), where f0=0. It
then follows from Lemma 5.2 that (5.2) is equivalent to
M[ fj&1]=1 mod Bj for all j1, (5.10)
which holds if and only if (5.8) j is valid for each j1, where +j denotes the
Bj component of M[ fj&1]. In this case, we must have by Lemma 5.3 that
+3 # FA & B3 , which together with the condition f # B(a) & B1 implies
*3 # B3(a) and then the uniqueness of the solution f of (5.2) in B(a) & B1 .
Furthermore, Lemma 5.3 with Lemma 5.2 permits us to construct fj for
j1 as in (5.6) successively so that (5.10) holds, where f0=0. In fact, the
condition +3 # FA & B3 is satisfied because
f2=*1+*2 # B1+B2 /FA
and thus M[ f2] # FA . Therefore, (5.2) has a unique solution f # B(a) & B1 ,
while, as we have remarked before, the condition f # B(a) & B1 is equiv-
alent to (5.3). K
5.2. Proof of Proposition 8. We consider the n dimensional case as in
Remark 5.2. For FA and DA as in the previous subsection, we set
F1A=[. # FA ; .| A=0=0], D
1
A=[P # DA ; P|A=0=0].
Let us recall that our coordinates z: , z ; (:, ;=1, ..., n&1), U, v are obtained
by a change of variables from the standard ones zj , z k ( j, k=1, ..., n) in Cn.
Denoting by Dj , Dk the partial derivatives with respect to the original
coordinates zj , z k , respectively, we also recall that
J[U8]=(&1)n det(H08), H08=\ UDj U
Dk U
D jDk U+ 8,
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where U acts as a multiplication operator. We introduce artificial notation
n=&
i
2

v
, n =
i
2

v
(and thus n+n =0),
together with the usual abbreviation :=z: , ; =z ; , U=U.
Writing Fj=j F, Fk =k F and F jk = jk F, we also set
a:=&z :&F: , a; =&z;&F; , an=1&Fn , an =1&Fn .
Then,
Dj=j+ajU , Dk =k +ak U ,
D jDk =j k +Xjk U+a jak 2U ,
where Xjk =a jk +ak j&$$jk &Fjk with
$$:; =$:; , $$jn =$$nk =0.
Setting b:=a: an and b; =a; an , we apply elementary operations on H08.
First, we subtract the last row multiplied by b: from the :+1st one, and
then the last column multiplied by b; from the ;+1st one. Next, we divide
the first row by U and multiply the last column by U. Let H1 8 denote the
resulting matrix. Then,
1 U&1(D; &b; Dn ) U Dn U
H1 8=\(D:&b:Dn)U h:; U(D:&b:Dn) Dn U+ 8,Dn U (D; &b; Dn ) Dn U UDnDn U
with
h:; =(D: D; &b:DnD; &b; D:Dn +b:b; Dn Dn )U.
We set d:; =&(X:; &b:Xn; &b; X:n +b:b; Xnn ) and
Y:=:&b:n , Y; =; &b; n ,
Y:; =: ; &b:n; &b; :n +b:b; n n .
Then Y:=D:&b: Dn , Y; =D; &b; Dn , and each d:; is a multiplication
operator given by the function
d:; =$:; +Y:; F.
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Consequently,
1 Y; Dn U
H18=\UY: UY:; &d:; U U UY:Dn U+ 8.Dn U Y; Dn U UDnDn U
Setting 8=V(1+.), we write H1 8=H2+H3., where H2=H1 V and
H3 .=H1(V.). Since V&1 # F1A , it follows that H2 takes the form
V Y; V an V
H2=\ 0 &d:; V 0 ++UF1A ,anV Y; V 0
where UF1A stands for a matrix of which each entry belongs to UF
1
A .
Noting that an&1, an &1, and d:; &$:; all belong to F1A , we have
0 F1A 1an
H&12 =
1
V \ 0 &d&1:; 0 ++UF1A ,1an F1A &|an |&2
where (d&1:; ) is the inverse matrix of (d:; ). Similarly,
1 DA Dn U
H3=V \UDA UY:; &d:; UU UDA ++UD1A ,DnU DA UDn Dn U
where UD1A stands for a matrix valued operator of which each entry belongs
to UD1A . Recalling J[U8]=(&1)
n det(H18) and J[UV]=(&1)n det H2 ,
we have
J[UV(1+.)]=J[UV] } det(1+H &12 H3.)
=J[UV] } (1+tr(H &12 H3).)+9(P1., ..., Pl .),
where tr(H &12 H3) denotes the trace of the matrix valued operator H
&1
2 H3 .
Thus we get (5.4) with
L=&tr(H &12 H3).
We have
L=&a&1n DnU&a
&1
n Dn U+|an |
&2 UDnDn U
+U :
n&1
:, ;=1
d&1;: Y:; &(n&1) UU+UD
1
A .
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Let us note that I(UU)=UU(U U&n&2). Using n+n =0 and
d&1:; &$:; # F
1
A , we get
L&I(UU)=U2nn +U :
n&1
:=1
Y:: +UD1A .
Writing the right side as UP0 , we obtain the desired result.
Remark 5.3. Let us consider the special case in which the function F is
independent of the variable v. Then we have a subclass N$ of N consisting
of A=A$ of the form A$=(A0pq ), and we may write
FA$=C[A$][[z1 , z 1 , U]], F$A$=C[A$][[z1 , z 1 ]].
In this case, if a # C[[z1 , z 1 ]] in Proposition 7, then the solution f =f [a]
of (5.2) is independent of v in the sense that ’k[ f ] # FA$ for k0. This fact
is seen by inspecting the proof of Proposition 7 as follows. We write B, Bj ,
Bj , ... as B$, B$j , B$j , ... when A # N is replaced by A$ # N$. We set DA$=
FA$[z1 , z 1 , UU], which acts on B$. Then Proposition 8 remains valid if
we replace FA , DA , B, and Q0 by FA$ , DA$ , B$, and
21=&z1z 1 , (5.11)
respectively. Similarly, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 can be modified in an obvious
manner, where Bj , Bj , ... are replaced by B$j , B$j , ... . Thus we have
f [a]= :

j=0
*j , *j=*j[a] # B$j .
We shall use this fact, without comment, in Subsections 5.4 and 5.5.
5.3. Expansion with Respect to the Normal Form Coefficients. For each
m # N0 , let Am denote the totality of f # B as in (5.1) such that if we write
’k[ f ]= :

j=0
’j, k[ f ] U j with ’j, k[ f ] # F$A ,
then ’j, k[ f ] are polynomials of homogeneous degree m in A. Thus the
dependence of U on A is not taken into account. We then get a filtration
B=A0 #A1 # } } } , where An= :

m=n
Am . (5.12)
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For f =f [a] # B(a) & B1 in Proposition 7, we set g=V0(1+ f [a])&1
# B. Then
M1[ g]=1, where M1[ g]=J[U(1+ g)].
Note that 1+’0[ g]=V0(1+’0[ f ]) and ’k[ g]=V0’k[ f ]; in particular,
’0[ g]=O(U ). We thus write
g= g[b], where 3! b=3U’0[ g]| U=0 ,
so that g # B(b). We also have g # B(b) & A1 , because J[U]=1+A1 and
thus f [a] # A1 .
As in (5.6), let us consider the following expansion of g= g[b],
g= lim
n  
gn with gn= :
n
m=1
%m and %m # Am , (5.13)
and thus g=m1 %m . Then we have the following analogue of Lemma 5.2
for the filtration (5.12).
Lemma 5.4. If g # B(b) & A1 is given as in (5.13), then
M1[ g j]=M1[ gm&1]&(I(UU)+UQ0)%m mod Am+1 (5.14)
for 1m j, where g0=0 and g= g. The operator I(UU) and Q0
are given in Proposition 8.
Proof. Setting V=1 in (5.4), we have
M1[ g j]=J[U](1&Lgj)+8(P1 gj , ..., Pl gj).
Let us observe by definition that
Am } An /Am+n , DA Am /Am , D
1
AAm /Am+1 .
It follows from gj # A1 that
8(P1 g j , ..., Pl gj)=8(P1 gm&1 , ..., Pl gm&1) mod Am+1 .
Recalling the definition of L, we next get
L(gj& gm&1)=(I(UU)+UQ0) %m mod Am+1 .
Using J[U]=1+A1 , we obtain the desired result. K
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For g= g[b], let gn= gn[b] and %m=%m[b] be defined by (5.13). Then
(I(UU)+UQ0) %m=#m # Am (%m # Am) (5.15)m
for m1, where #m=#m[b] denotes the Am component of M1[ gm&1]. We
now need an expression of %m in terms of #m , which gives an analogue of
Lemma 5.3 for the filtration (5.12). Let us first recall by Lemma 5.3 that the
operator I(UU): B  B+ admits a right inverse I &b : B
+  B(b), where
B+ denotes the space of elements . # B such that the B3 component of .
does not contain log U. Using the operator I &b , we have:
Lemma 5.5. For every m1, Eq. (5.15)m has a solution if and only if
#m # B+. The solution is unique under the restriction %m # B(b), where
b # C[[z$, z$, v]] is arbitrarily prescribed. The solution operator, denoted by
Kb : B+  B(b), is given by
Kb#= :

j=0
(&I &b UQ0)
j I &b #= :

j=0
I &b (&UQ0I
&
b )
j #.
Proof. Since UB/B+ and I(UU)B/B+, the validity of (5.15)m
implies #m # B+. Conversely, suppose we are given #m # B+. Observe that
the series defining Kb are well-defined. In fact, if # # Bk & B+ then I &b # # Bk
and thus UQ0I &b # # Bk+1 & B
+. Consequently, for # # B+ and k0, the
Bk components of Kb# are determined successively. Setting
%m[b]=Kb #m= :

j=0
(&I &b UQ0)
j I &b #m for m1, (5.16)
we shall show that %m=%m[b] is a unique solution of (5.15)m such that
%m # B(b). Since I(UU ) I &b is the identity operator on B
+, it follows that
(I(UU)+UQ0) :
n
j=0
I &b (&UQ0 I
&
b )
j #m=#m&(&UQ0I &b )
n+1 #m .
Thus %m=%m[b] # B(b) in (5.16) satisfies (5.15)m . Since I &b I(UU) is the
identity operator on B(b), it follows that, for any %m # B(b),
:
n
j=0
(&I &b UQ0)
j I &b (I(UU)+UQ0) %m=%m&(&I
&
b UQ0)
n+1 %m .
This implies the uniqueness of the solution of (5.15)m in B(b). K
Using Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 7.
Then we see that each term %m in the expansion (5.13) of g= g[b] is given
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by (5.16), where #m denotes the Am component of M1[ gm&1] with g0=0.
Note that gm&1 and #m depend on b.
Remark 5.4. We shall apply the argument of this subsection to a class
of surfaces in normal form characterized by the condition
Alpq =0 whenever ( p, q, l)  4,
where 4 is an index set. In this case, it is convenient to set
A$=(Alpq ) ( p, q, l) # 4
and consider A$ instead of A. That is, we define A$m by Am with A$ in place
of A, so that we get a filtration
A$0 #A$1 # } } } , where A$n= :

m=n
A$m .
Then, Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 remain valid if the spaces Am are replaced by
A$m . Therefore, we have (5.13) with %m # A$m , and each %m=%m[b] is given
by (5.16), where the A$m component #m of M1 [ gm&1] belongs to A$m .
5.4. Explicit Computation for Special Domains. We now restrict our-
selves to the class of domains 0pq as in Proposition 5. Let us compute
g2=%1+%2 explicitly to the extent we need in the proof of Proposition 5.
For each ( p, q) # [(2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 4)], we set A$=(A0pq , A
0
qp ) as in
Remark 5.4 so that 0pq=N(A$) and write Fpq=FA$ for the function F=FA
in (1.1). For simplicity of the notation, we shall drop primes in B$j , B$j , ...
of Remark 5.3 and write Bj , Bj , ... instead. We also write Aj , Aj , ... in place
of A$j , A$j , ... . Assume
b=0
and thus g= g[0]. Then, (5.16) gives
%m=K0#m= :

j=0
(I &0 U21)
j I &0 #m (m1) (5.17)
for 21 in (5.11), where #m is the Am component of M1[ gm&1]. Using (5.17),
we first have:
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Lemma 5.6. Let %1=% pq1 for 0=0pq . Then
%421 =&4 Re[A
0
42 (U z
2
1+
4
3 z
3
1 z 1)],
%521 =&
20
3 Re[A
0
52 (U z
3
1+z
4
1 z 1)],
%431 =&4 Re[A
0
43 (2 U
2 z1+3 U z21 z 1+2 z
3
1 z
2
1)].
Proof. Since F=Fpq is independent of the variable v, it follows that
J[U]=1&21F. Recalling that g0=0 and thus M1[ g0]=J[U], we get
#1=&21 F. Since [21 , I &0 U]=0, [21 , I
&
0 ]=0 and 2
q+1
1 F=0, it follows
from (5.17) that
%1=& :
q&1
j=0
(I &0 U )
j I &0 2
j+1
1 F.
Noting q3 and I &0 U
j=U jI( j ) for j # N0"[3], we get
%1=& :
q&1
j=0
U j2 j+11 F
I(0) I(1) } } } I( j)
.
Evaluating the right side explicitly, we obtain the desired result. K
Let us next consider the A2 component #2=# pq2 of M1[ g1]. We may
write
# pq2 =|A
0
pq |
2 . pq+2 Re[(A0pq )
2  pq], (5.18)
where . pq,  pq # B are independent of A$. Using Lemma 5.5, we can
identify . pq as follows.
Lemma 5.7. Let . pq,  pq # B satisfy (5.18). Then,
.42=&2563 |z1 |
8& 5129 |z1 |
6 U+48 |z1 |4 U 2,
.52=&4003 |z1 |
10& 7009 |z1 |
8 U+ 20009 |z1 |
6 U2,
.43=&192 |z1 |10&368 |z1 |8 U&48 |z1 | 6 U2+288 |z1 |4 U3&48 U5.
Proof. We set {=A0pq , { =A
0
qp and 3=1+%1 with %1=%
pq
1 . Recall that
M1[%1]=J[U3] is a polynomial in { and { such that the coefficient of |{|2
is . pq. We follow the procedure in the proof of Proposition 8 for n=2 with
3 in place of 8. Since F and 3 are independent of the variable v, we have
F2=F2 =0, 32=32 =0,
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where we used the notation Fj=jF, etc. Then J[U3]=det H1, where
3 31 UU3
H1=\ U31 U311 &(1+F11 ) UU3 UUU31+ .UU3 UU31 U2UU3
Since the entries of H 1 are at most quadratic in { and { , we may write
H1=H2+{H3+{ H4+|{|2 H5+E({2, { 2),
where E({2, { 2) stands for an error term of the form O({2)+O({ 2). Then
1 0 1 0 0 1
H2=\0 &1 0+ , (H 2)&1=\0 &1 0+ .1 0 0 1 0 &1
We set H m=(H 2)&1 Hm for m=3, 4, 5. Noting det H 2=1, we have
J[U3]=det(id+{H 3+{ H 4+|{|2 H 5)+E({2, { 2)
=1+{ tr(H 3)+{ tr(H 4)+|{|2 . pq+E({2, { 2),
where
. pq=tr(H 5)+tr(H 3) tr(H 4)&tr(H 3H 4). (5.19)
We know that tr(H 3)=tr(H 4)=0, a fact which is also seen directly from
Lemma 5.6 and the expressions
UU%$ UU%$1 U2UU%$
H 3=\ &U%$1 &F $11 +U%$11 &UU%$ &UUU%$1 + ,&UU%$ &UU%$1 (1&(UU)2)%$
UU%" UU%"1 U2UU%"
H 4=\ &U%"1 &F"11 +U%"11 &UU%" &UUU%"1 + ,&UU%" &UU%"1 (1&(UU)2)%"
where we wrote F={F $+{ F" and %1={%$+{ %". Thus
. pq=(I) pq&(II) pq,
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where (I) pq=tr(H 5) and (II) pq=tr(H 3 H 4). We have
0 0 0
H 5=&H5=\0 F $11 UU%"+F"11 UU%$ 0+ .0 0 0
We also have tr(H 3H 4)=T1+T2+T3 , where
T1 :=|UU%$|2+|(UU&1) UU%$|2&2 Re[(U2U U%$)(UU%")],
T2 :=U( |UU%$1 | 2&|%$1 |2)+U( |UU%$1 |2&|%$1 |2),
T3 :=|F $11 &U%$11 +UU%$|2.
Using these expressions, we get, by direct computation,
(I)42=&64 U |z1 |6& 1283 |z1 |
8,
(I)52=&4003 U |z1 |
8& 2003 |z1 |
10,
(I)43=&288 U 2 |z1 |6&288 U |z1 |8&96 |z1 | 10,
(II)42=&48 U2|z1 |4& 649 U |z1 |
6+ 1283 |z1 |
8,
(II)52=&20009 U
2 |z1 |6& 5009 U |z1 |
8+ 2003 |z1 |
10,
(II)43=48 U 5&288 U3 |z1 |4&240 U2 |z1 |6+80 U |z1 |8+96 |z1 |10.
These together with (5.19) yield the desired result. K
Let us finally consider %2=% pq2 . By (5.17) and (5.18), we have
% pq2 =|A
0
pq |
2 K0. pq+2 Re[(A0pq )
2 K0 pq]. (5.20)
We are concerned with K0. pq restricted to z1=0.
Lemma 5.8. For each ( p, q), there exists a constant cpq such that, for
K0. pq in (5.20),
K0. pq=U p+q&2(cpq+dpq log U ) at z1=0,
where
d24= 3685 , d25=&
680
3 , d34=&
1956
5 .
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Proof. Observe by Lemma 5.7 that each . pq is a linear combination of
|z1 |2j Uk with 3 j+k5. For such terms, we have
K0( |z1 |2j Uk)=(2 j1 |z1 |
2j)(I &0 U )
j I &0 U
k+ } } }
=(&1) j ( j!)2 (I &0 U)
j I &0 U
k+ } } } ,
where } } } stands for terms which vanish at z1=0. Note that
(I &0 U )
j I &0 U
k=U j+k(c$jk+d$jk log U ), j+k3,
where c$jk are constants and d $jk are given by
d $jk=
1
4
‘
m{3
km j+k
1
I(m)
for k3, d $jk=0 for k>3.
We thus get K0( |z1|2j Uk)=(&1) j ( j!)2 U j+k(c$jk+d $jk log U ) at z1=0.
Using this formula and Lemma 5.7, we obtain the conclusion. K
5.5. Proof of Proposition 5. The existence of the constants cpq[’
G
1 ] in
(2.3) follows from Proposition 3 (2%) and Lemma 5.1. Let us identify these
constants by using Lemma 5.8.
We begin by recalling that uG=U(1+ g[b]), where b corresponds to the
ambiguity of uG. Since this ambiguity does not affect the values of cpq[’G1 ],
we take b=0. Then,
uG=U(1+% pq1 +%
pq
2 ) mod A3 .
Let us restrict ourselves to z1=0. Then, Lemma 5.8 with (5.20) implies
% pq2 =dpq |A
0
pq |
2 U p+q&2 log U+ } } } ,
where the dots } } } stands for terms irrelevant to our purpose. Using
Lemma 5.6 and noting %1 | z1=0=0, U(#t)=t, we get
uG(#t)=t(1+dpq |A0pq |
2 t p+q&5(t3 log t))+ } } } .
Recalling that rF(#t)=4+O(t4), we obtain
’G1 (#t)=dpq |A
0
pq |
2 t p+q&5+ } } } .
This implies, as desired, cpq[’G1 ]=dpq .
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6. WEYLFEFFERMAN FUNCTIONALS OF WEIGHT 5
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1, Proposition 3 (3%),
and Proposition 4. We first consider the polynomial dependence on A # N,
together with the ambiguity caused by that of r=rF. We have:
Proposition 9. Let W* be a complete contraction of weight w5 that
is not linear in R. If w5, then W # I WFw ; moreover W # Iw(6&w). If w3,
then W=O4&w(0).
Proposition 10. Let W # I WFw with w5. If W
* is linear in R, then
W=O6&w(0).
We prove Propositions 9 and 10 above in Subsections 6.1 and 6.2,
respectively. Observe that these propositions imply Proposition 3 (3%).
Furthermore, Theorem 1 follows from these propositions if we assume the
validity of Proposition 4, which is proved in Subsections 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.
In what follows, we shall be concerned with surfaces in Moser’s normal
form N(A), real analytic or C, where A # N varies.
6.1. Proof of Proposition 9. As in Subsection 3.4, we decompose
Fefferman’s defining function r=rF of N(A) as rF=rFA+(r
F&rFA), where
rF&rFAO(U
4)describes the ambiguity of rF. Let g=(g jk ) be the ambient
metric with potential r* and define R(a, b) for g. We sometimes write
R(a, b)=R(a, b)[r] in order to emphasize the dependence on r. Making a
change of coordinates
(z0 , z1 , z2)  ‘=(‘0 , ‘1 , ‘2) in C*_C2
defined by z0=‘0 , z1=‘1 ‘0 , and z2=‘2 ‘0 , we consider the components
of R(a, b)[r] with respect to d‘j , d‘ j ( j=0, 1, 2), and regard these as formal
power series in ‘, ‘ about the point e0=(1, 0, 0). Then we have an expan-
sion in ‘, ‘ about e0 ,
g= g0+ :
|:| +|;|1
c:; [ g](‘&e0): (‘ &e0);,
where
0 0 1
g0=\0 &1 0+=g&10 .1 0 0
Each coefficient c:; [ g] is a matrix such that the entries are polynomials in
A and C.
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Lemma 6.1. For any component of R(a, b)[r], the coefficients of the
expansion in ‘, ‘ about e0 are polynomials in A=(Alpq ) and C=(C
lm
pq ).
Proof. For any component Q of R(a, b)[r], we consider the expansion
Q= :
:, ;
c:; [Q](‘&e0): (‘ &e0);.
Then each coefficient c:; [Q] is a polynomial in (c:; [ g]) and (g jk
 (e0)).
Thus, c:; [Q] is a polynomial in A and C. K
Let us next consider the dependence on C.
Lemma 6.2. Let W* be a complete contraction of weight w. Then the
coefficient Pm of the expansion
W(#t)t :

m=0
Pm(A, C) tm, where #t=(0, t2), (6.1)
is a polynomial in A and C of biweight (w+m, w+m).
Proof. It follows from the transformation law under dilations that
W # FA, C is of biweight (w, w). Since t=(z2+z 2)2 has biweight (&1, &1),
we see that Pm(A, C) has biweight (w+m, w+m). K
Proposition 9 now follows from:
Lemma 6.3. Let P be a monomial of degree 2 in A and C. If P is of
biweight (w, w) with w5, then P is independent of C. If w3, then P=0.
Proof. Let us first recall that w(Alpq )2 and w(C
lm
pq )3. Hence, if P
depends on C, then w=w(P)5 and thus w=5. Consequently, P=
A024 C
04
00 or A
0
42 C
04
00 up to scalar multiples. This is absurd, because
w2(A024 C
04
00 )=(4, 6), w2(A
0
42 C
04
00 )=(6, 4).
Thus P is independent of C. The second statement follows from
Lemma 4.1, or, the proof is already obvious by the argument above. K
6.2. Proof of Proposition 10. Starting from r=rF, we form a linear
complete contraction
W*=W *[r]=contr R( p, p) for p=w+12. (6.2)
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There are several ways to make a complete contraction, and we fix any one
of these; for instance,
contr R( p, p)= :
|:|= p
R:: ( p=w+1).
Our results below are independent of the definition of contr R( p, p).
Proposition 10$. The following statements hold for W* in (6.2).
(1%) If w2 then W*(e0)=0.
(2%) If w=3 then W modulo O(U2) depends on C.
(3%) If w4 then W*(e0) depends on C.
(4%) If w=3 then W*(e0)=&(4!)2 A044 .
Observe that Proposition 10 follows from Proposition 10$, where (4%) is
not used.
Let us prove Proposition 10$. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that W*(e0) is
a polynomial P(A, C) of biweight (w, w). If w2 then P(A, C) is independ-
ent of C because w(C lmpq )3. Consequently, Lemma 4.1 implies (1%).
It remains to prove (2%), (3%), and (4%). Denoting by .=.[r] the linear
(homogeneous) part of r with respect to A and C, we set .*=|‘0 |2 .,
which is regarded as a formal power series in ‘, ‘ about e0 . Then
gjk =(g0) jk +
2.*
‘ j‘ k
+O2(A, C),
where Os(A, C) stands for a formal power series in ‘, ‘ such that the coef-
ficients are polynomial in A, C which do not contain terms of degree <s.
Thus noting that g0 is a constant matrix, we get
Lemma 6.4. R:; =‘:;‘ .
*+O2(A, C).
By virtue of Lemma 6.4 above, the following proof of Proposition 10$ is
valid independently of the definition of contr R( p, p).
Since g= g0+O1(A, C), it follows from Lemma 6.4 that
W*=(2*0 )
p .*+O2(A, C), (6.3)
where 2*0 denotes the Laplacian with respect to g0 . Specifically,
2*0 =
2
‘0 ‘ 2
+
2
‘2‘ 0
&
2
‘1 ‘ 1
.
The following lemma is useful.
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Lemma 6.5. Let .m, l=|‘0 |2l (U *0 )
m, where U *0 =|‘0 |
2 U0 . If m, n # N
satisfy nm, then
(2*0 )
n .m, l=Cn, m, l .m&n, l ,
where Cn, m, l=>n&1j=0 (m& j)(m& j+2l+2).
Proof. Setting Z=2j=0 ‘j‘j , we have
[2*0 , (U
*
0 )
q]=q(U *0 )
q&1 (Z+Z +q+2).
Since Z |‘0 |2l=Z |‘0 |2l=l |‘0 |2l and 2*0 |‘0 |
2l=0, it follows that
2*0 .q, l=[2
*
0 , (U
*
0 )
q] |‘0 |2l+(U *0 )
q 2*0 |‘0 |
2l=q(q+2l+2) .q&1, l .
Using this for q=m, m&1, ..., m&n+1, we obtain the result. K
With the aid of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, let us prove (2%). We consider
W*3 =contr R
(4, 4)[r4], where r4=U+C 0500 U
5.
It follows from (6.3) that W *3 =C
05
00 (2
*
0 )
4 .5, &4+O2(C)+O1(A). On the
other hand, Lemma 6.5 yields
(2*0 )
4 .5, &4=C4, 5, &4.1, &4=5! 4! .1, &4 .
Therefore, W3 modulo O(U2) depends on C 0500 as desired.
The proof of (3%) is similar as follows. We set, for w= p&14,
W*w =contr R
( p, p)[rw], where rw=U+C 0p00 U
p.
Then (6.3) implies W *w =C
0p
00 (2
*
0 )
p .p, 1&p+O2(C )+O1(A), while Lemma
6.5 yields
(2*0 )
p .p, 1& p=Cp, p, 1& p |‘0 |2&2p, Cp, p, 1& p=(&1) p
(2p&5)! p!
( p&3)!
{0.
Therefore, W *w (e0)| A=0 modulo O
2(C) is a non-zero multiple of C 0p00 , and
thus W *w (e0) depends on C
0p
00 .
It remains to prove (4%). We recall by Lemma 6.2 that W*(e0) is of
biweight (3, 3). Then, by Lemma 6.3, W*(e0) must be linear in A and C,
so that
W*(e0)=c1 A044 +c2 C
04
00 , (6.4)
where c1 and c2 are constants. Hence (4%) is equivalent to
c1=&(4!)2, c2=0.
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Let us first prove c2=0. We restrict ourselves to the case A=0. Setting
r=U0+C 0400 U
4
0 , we have, as in the proof of (3%),
W*[r]=C 0400 (2
*
0 )
4 .4, &3=C 0400 C4, 4, &3 |‘0 |
&6
while C4, 4, &3=0. Therefore, c2=0.
Let us next identify the constant c1 . We restrict ourselves to the case
0=044 , so that U=U0&A044 |z1 |
8. Recall that the expansion of r=rF in
the sense of Subsection 5.3 is given by the formally smooth part of
U(1+ g) with g= g[b]=%1+%2+ } } } .
We take b=0 and write %1=%441 . Arguing as in the proof of the Lemma 5.6
and using I &0 U
3=(U 34) log U, we get
%441 =4 A
0
44 (&
4
3 |z1 |
6&3 |z1 |4 U&4 |z1 |2 U2+U3 log U).
Collecting linear terms in A044 for the smooth part of U(1+%
44
1 ), we obtain
.=&A044 ( |z1 |
8+ 163 |z1 |
6 U0+12 |z1 |4 U 20+16 |z1 |
2 U 30).
Direct computation yields 2*0 .
*=16 A044 .3, &3 . Thus Lemma 6.5 implies
(2*0 )
4 .*=16 A044 (2
*
0 )
3 .3, &3=&(4!)2 A044 |‘0 |
&6.
From this, we get W*(e0)=&(4!)2 A044 , and thus c1=&(4!)
2. Hence, the
proof of (4%) is finished. K
6.3. Proof of Proposition 4. We reduce the proof of Proposition 4 to
that of the following:
Proposition 4$. For constants c1 , c2 , d1 , and d2 , let
F [c1 , c2 , d1 , d2]=c1 |R11122 |2+c2 |R1222 |2
+Re[R2211 (d1 R11222+d2 R11222)],
where the right side is evaluated at e0 . If (a, b)=(4, 2) or (3, 3) then
&R(a, b)&2 (#*t )=c
ab
0 |R1122 (e0)|
2+F [cab1 , c
ab
2 , d
ab
1 , d
ab
2 ] t+O(t
2),
and if (a, b)=(5, 2) or (4, 3) then
&R(a, b)&2(e0)=F [cab1 , c
ab
2 , d
ab
1 , d
ab
2 ],
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where d ab1 , d
ab
2 are complex constants independent of A, C, and
c420 =28, c
42
1 =8, c
42
2 =416,
c330 =12, c
33
1 =12, c
33
2 =324,
c521 =&36, c
52
2 =&1800,
c431 =&48, c
43
2 =&1140.
In this subsection, we assume the validity of Proposition 4$ and prove
Proposition 4. To express R:; (e0) as above in terms of A, let us begin with
a general observation.
Lemma 6.6. Let w2(R:; )=(w$, w") with 2w=w$+w"6 and (w$, w")
{(3, 3). Then R:; (e0) is a linear combination of Alpq with w2(A
l
pq )=
(w$, w"). Furthermore, R:; (e0) is symmetric in the entries of : (resp. ;) and
satisfies R:; (e0)=R;: (e0).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that R:; (e0) is a polynomial in A and
C of biweight (w$, w"). Since w(Alpq )2 and w2(C
04
00 )=(3, 3), it follows
that R:; (e0) must be linear in A and cannot contain C. Then, Lemma 6.4
implies the symmetry in the entries of : (resp. ;). It remains to prove the
Hermitian symmetry of R:; (e0). Recalling that the metric g is Ka hlerian,
we see that
R:; =R;1:1;2 :2 ; :3 } } } :p ;3 } } } ;q for R:; =R:1;1:2;2 ; :3 } } } :p ;3 } } } ;q .
Therefore, the desired result follows, as before, from Lemma 6.4. K
The following lemma is crucial.
Lemma 6.7. R1122 , R11122 and R1222 evaluated at e0 are respectively given
by &8 A042 , &40 A
0
52 and &24 A
0
43 .
Proof. Let :; =1122, 11122 or 1222. Then w2(R:; )=(3, 1), (4, 1) or
(3, 2), respectively, so that Lemma 6.6 applies. Recalling the conditions on
A # N, we see that R:; (e0) are constant multiples of A042 , A
0
52 or A
0
43 ,
respectively, say, R:; (e0)=c1 A042 , c2 A
0
52 or c3 A
0
43 , respectively. In order
to identify these constants, let us restrict ourselves to 0=0pq with ( p, q)=
(4, 2), (5, 2), or (4, 3). Note by Lemma 6.4 that
R:; (e0)=:‘ 
;
‘ .
*(e0)=:z 
;
z .(0),
because : and ; do not contain 0 in their entries. We may take .=. pq to
be the linear part of U(1+% pq1 ) in (A
0
pq , A
0
qp ). Then we can easily identify
c1 , c2 , and c3 by using Lemma 5.6. K
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We now prove that Proposition 4 follows from Proposition 4$. In view of
Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7, we only have to show that both R11222(e0) and
R11222(e0) are linear combinations of A053 and A
1
42 . This fact is obtained just
as at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 6.7.
6.4. Preliminaries for the Proof of Proposition 4$. In order to prove
Proposition 4$, we need to compute &R(a, b) &2 at e0 for a+b=6, 7, and
(ddt) &R(a, b)&2 (#*t ) at t=0 for a+b=6. Recall by definition that
&R(a, b)&2= :
|:|=a, |;|=b
R:; R:;
 (6.5)
with
R:; = :
|:$| =a, |;$|=b
g::$g;$; R:$;$ ,
where g::$= g:1:$1 } } } g:a:$a for :=:1 } } } :a and :$=:$1 } } } :$a with g&1=(g jk
 ),
and similarly for g;$; .
We first evaluate both sides of (6.5) at e0 for a+b=6, 7. Then the sum
in the right side is considerably simplified by using the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8. Let :, ; be multi-indices with |:|, |;|2.
(1%) If either w(R:; )<2 or w2(R:; )=(2, 2), then R:; =0 at e0 .
(2%) Rj0; =0 and R:j 0 =0 at e0 for j=0, 1, 2. R:0; =(1&|:| ) R:; and
R:; 0 =(1&|;| ) R:; at e0 .
Proof. Part (1%) follows from Lemma 6.6, because w(Alpq )2 and
w2(Alpq ){(2, 2).
To prove (2%), we follow Fefferman in [11, pp. 175179] and introduce
a new coordinate system by
z$0=log z0 , z$1=z1 , z$2=z2 ,
and set Zj=z$j for j=0, 1, 2, so that Zj=‘j at e0 . Then Z0r*=r*,
and thus LZ0 g= g, where LZ0 denotes the Lie differentiation along Z0 .
Hence,
{Z0 Zj=Zj , {Z0 Z j=0, for j=0, 1, 2, (6.6)
LZ0 R
( p, q)=R( p, q) for R( p, q)=(R:; ) |:|= p, |;|=q . (6.7)
Using (6.6), we get R0jkl=0 as
:
2
l=0
R0jk lZl=[{Z0 , {Z k ] Zj=0.
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Applying { ;$ with ;=kl;$, we obtain R0j; =0. Arguing with Z 0 in place
of Z0 , we get R:0j=0.
To prove the latter statement of (2%), we set
Z:=(Z:1 , ..., Z:p ), Z ;=(Z ;1 , ..., Z ;q )
for :=:1 } } } :p and ;=;1 } } } ;q . Using (6.6),
({Z 0 R
( p, q))(Z: , Z ;)&(LZ 0R
( p, q))(Z: , Z ;)
=& :
q
s=1
R( p, q)(Z: , Z ;1 , ..., {Z 0 Z ;s , ..., Z ;q )
=&q R( p, q)(Z: , Z ;).
This together with (6.7) yields {Z 0 R
( p, q)=(1&q) R( p, q), that is, R:; 0 =
(1&|;| ) R:; . Arguing with Z 0 in place of Z0 , we get {Z0 R
( p, q)=
(1& p) R( p, q). Thus, using (6.6), we obtain
R:0; =(R:1:2; 1 ; 2):3 } } } :p0; 3 } } } ; q
=(R:1:2; 1; 2):3 } } } :p; 3 } } } ; q0=(1& p) R:; . K
Lemma 6.9. Let 6a+b7 in (6.5). Then R:; R:;
 =0 at e0 unless both
of the following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) 2w(R:; )a+b&4 and w${w", where (w$, w")=w2(R:; ).
(ii) n0(#)+n1(#)2 and n1(#)+n2(#)2 for #=:, ;, where nj (#)
denotes the number of j ’s contained in a multi-index #.
Proof. Assuming Ra; R:;
 {0 at e0 , let us prove (i) and (ii). Recall that
&R(a, b)&2 is of biweight (w0 , w0) with w0=a+b&2 and that w2(R:; )+
w2(R:;
 )=(w0 , w0). It then follows from Lemma 6.8 (1%) that
4w$+w"2 w0&4 and (w$, w"){(2, 2), (w0&2, w0&2),
a condition which is equivalent to (i). To prove (ii), we use Lemma 6.8
(2%). The condition n1(#)+n2(#)2 for #=:, ; follows from R:; {0 at e0 ,
while the assumption R:; {0 at e0 implies n0(#)+n1(#)2. K
Observe that the condition (i) is symmetric in the entries of : (resp. ;).
The same applies to R:; and R:;
 by virtue of Lemma 6.6, because the
condition (i) implies 2 w(R:; )6 and 2 w(R:;
 )6. Consequently, denot-
ing by _(:) the number of permutations of a multi-index :, we have
&R(a, b)&2= :$
|:|=a, |;|=b
_(:) _(;) R:; R:;
 at e0 , (6.8)
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where the notation $ means that the summation only extends over non-
decreasing multi-indices. Hence, Lemma 6.9 is restated as follows.
Lemma 6.9$. If 6a+b7, then (6.8) holds, where the summation only
extends over : and ; satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 6.9.
Furthermore, for R:; in the right side of (6.8),
R:; =(&1)n1(:)+n1(;) R;*:* at e0 , (6.9)
where :* and ;* are the dual indices of : and ; defined in Subsection 3.5.
The latter part of Lemma 6.9$ above follows from the Hermitian
symmetry in Lemma 6.6 and the formula g jk0 =(&1)
n1 ( j ) $ j k*, where $ i j is
Kronecker’s delta. Again, R;*:* in (6.9) is symmetric in the entries :*
(resp. ;*).
We next consider, for a+b=6,
d
dt
&R(a, b)&2 (#*t ) } t=0=Re \

‘2
&R(a, b)&2+ (e0),
and compute the right side. Note that ‘2 above can be replaced by {2 ,
the covariant differentiation along ‘2 . We have
{2(R:; R:;
 )=({2R:; ) R:;
 +R:; ({2R:;
 ),
while {2R:; =R:2; at e0 and R:; ({2R:;
 )=R;*:*R;*2:* at e0 . Consequently,
d
dt
&R(a, b)&2 (#*t ) } t=0=Re \ :|:| =a, |;| =b R:2; (e0) R
; :(e0)+
+Re \ :
|;|=a, |:| =b
R:2; (e0) R;
 :(e0)+ . (6.10)
Now the proof of Lemma 6.9 yields the following lemma.
Lemma 6.10. Let a+b=6. Then (6.10) holds, where R:2; R:;
 =0 at e0
unless both of the following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) 2w(R:2; )3 and w${w", where (w$, w")=w2(R:2; ).
(ii) n0(#)+n1(#)2 and n1(#)+n2(#)2 for #=:2, ;.
In view of the symmetry again in the entries of : (resp. ;), we get:
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Lemma 6.10$. If a+b=6, then
d
dt
&R(a, b) &2 (#*t ) } t=0
=Re \ :$
|:|=a, |;|=b
+ :$
|;|=a, |:| =b+ _(:) _(;) R:2; R
:; at e0 , (6.11)
where both summations extend over : and ; satisfying the conditions (i) and
(ii) in Lemma 6.10.
We have thus obtained the expressions (6.8) and (6.11), where the
summations are subject to the restrictions given by Lemmas 6.9$ and 6.10$,
respectively. Our next task is to express the right sides of (6.8) and (6.11)
in terms of R1122 , R11122 , R1222 , R11222 , R11222 and their complex conjugates
evaluated at e0 . Let us first consider the terms in (6.8), and suppose that
R:; R:;
 {0 at e0 . Then : and ; satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) in
Lemma 6.9. Recalling that 6|:|+|;|7, we find by inspection that both
w2(R:; ) and w2(R:;
 ) must be one of
(3, 1), (4, 1), (3, 2), (4, 2),
(6.12)
(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4),
and similarly for the terms in (6.11). That is, if R:2; R:;
 {0 at e0 with
|:|+ |;|=6, then the possible values of w2(R:2; ) and w2(R:;
 ) are given
by (6.12).
Observe that the latter four cases in (6.12) are reduced to the former four
cases by virtue of the Hermitian symmetry.
Lemma 6.11. If w(R1:1 ; )3 and w2(R1:1 ; ){(3, 3), then
R1:1 ; =R2:0 ; +R0:2 ; at e0 . (6.13)
Proof. By the definition of the Ricci tensor,
(Ric:1; 1):$;$=\ :
2
j, k=0
g jk R j:1k;1+:$;$= :
2
j, k=0
g jk Rj:k; ,
where :=:1:$ and ;=;1 ;$. Thus, (6.13) is equivalent to
(Ric:1;1 ):$;$=0 at e0 . (6.13)$
Since the metric g= g[r] is Ka hlerian, it follows from the relation det g=
|z0 |4 J[r] that
Ricij =‘i ‘ j log(det g)=‘i ‘ j log J[r].
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Recalling that r=rF satisfies J[r]=1+O(U 3), we see that log J[r] is of
the form f U3 with f smooth. Hence, (6.13)$ is equivalent to
(:1 ; 1 ( f U
3)):$;$=0 at e0 . (6.14)
By the assumption w(R1:1 ; )3, we have n23 and n16&2n2 , where
nj=nj (1:1;). If n1(:)=n1(;)=3&n2 , then w2(R1:1;)=(3, 3), a contradic-
tion. In other cases, (6.14) holds, and the proof is complete. K
By using Lemmas 6.8 and 6.11, we have:
Lemma 6.12. If w2(R:; )=(3, 1), (4, 1), (3, 2), (4, 2) then
R:; =c:; R1122 , c:; R11122 , c:; R1222 , c:; R11222+d:; R11222
at e0 , respectively, where c:; and d:; are constants. Specifically,
c11112=&1, c111111=2, c111112= &2, c1111111=6,
c11122=c11212=&1, c111112=c111211=2, c1111111=&6.
Proof. Setting (w$, w")=w2(R:; ) and w=w(R:; ), we recall that
n1(:)&n1(;)=w$&w", n2(:)+n2(;)=w+1& 12 (n1(:)+n1(;)).
We eliminate 0, 0 and 11 in :; repeatedly by using Lemmas 6.8 and 6.11.
By the procedure of eliminating 11 , n1(:)&n1(;) is unchanged and
n2(:)+n2(;) increases by 1. Both are invariant when 0 or 0 is eliminated.
Hence, R:; is a linear combination of R:$;$ with w2(R:$;$)=(w$, w") such
that
n1(;$)=0; 0  :$, ;$; |:$|, |;$|2.
Enumerating possible :$;$ for each (w$, w"), we obtain the former conclu-
sion, the existence of c:; and d:; . The latter half is elementary. K
6.5. Proof of Proposition 4$. We first prove the existence of the con-
stants cab0 , c
ab
j , d
ab
j for j=1, 2, and then identify these except d
ab
j . In what
follows, all the quantities R:; , R:;
 , and &R(a, b)&2 are evaluated at e0 .
Step 1 (existence of the constants). Let us first prove the existence of
cab0 for (a, b)=(4, 2), (3, 3). We use Lemma 6.9$ and find that if R:; R
:; {0
in (6.8) then (w$, w")=w2(R:; ) is either (3, 1) or (1, 3). Noting that
w2(R:; R:;
 )=(4, 4), we see by Lemma 6.12 the existence of c0 .
Let us next prove the existence of cab1 , c
ab
2 , d
ab
1 , d
ab
2 for (a, b)=(5, 2),
(4, 3), (4, 2), (3, 3). We begin with the case (a, b)=(5, 2) or (4, 3), and thus
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w2(R:; R:;
 )=(5, 5) in (6.8). Note by Lemma 6.9$ that 4w$+w"=
2 w(R:; )6. If w$+w"=4 or 6 then (w$, w")=(3, 1), (1, 3) or (4, 2),
(2, 4), respectively, and thus Lemma 6.12 implies
R:; R:;
 =F [0, 0, d :;1 , d
:;
2 ] (6.15)
with some constants d :;1 and d
:;
2 . If w$+w"=5 then (w$, w")=(4, 1),
(3, 2), (2, 3), (1, 4), so that again Lemma 6.12 applies. We thus get the
existence of cabj and d
ab
j for j=1, 2 in the case (a, b)=(5, 2) and (4, 3).
It remains to consider the case (a, b)=(4, 2) or (3, 3). We use
Lemma 6.10$ in place of Lemma 6.9$. Note that w2(R:2; R:;
 )=(5, 5) and
that 42 w(R:2; )6. As before, if 2 w(R:2; )=4 or 6 then
R:2; R:;
 =F [0, 0, d :;3 , d
:;
4 ] (6.16)
with some constants d :;3 and d
:;
4 . If 2 w(R:2; )=5 then Lemma 6.12 again
applies, and the case (a, b)=(4, 2) or (3, 3) is also done. This completes
the proof of the existence of the constants in Proposition 4$.
Step 2 (listing possible :; and :2; ). For the terms in (6.8), we find by
inspection that R:; R:;
 =0 except for the following cases.
(a, b)=(4, 2): :; =002211, 111111;
(a, b)=(3, 3): :; =012111, 111012;
(a, b)=(5, 2): 2 w(R:; )=4, 6 or
:; =1111111, 0111211, 0012211;
(a, b)=(4, 3): 2 w(R:; )=4, 6 or
:; =1112011, 0112012, 1111111, 0111112, 1111012,
0122011, 0022012, 0112111, 0012112, 0022111.
If a+b=7 and 2 w(R:; )=4, 6 then R:; R:;
 takes the form (6.15).
Similarly, we find for the terms in (6.11) that R:2; R:;
 =0 except for the
cases
(a, b)=(4, 2): 2 w(R:2; )=4, 6 or
:2; =0111211, 0012211, 1120012, 0120022,
1120111, 0120112, 0121111;
(a, b)=(3, 3): 2 w(R:2; )=4, 6 or
:2; =0022111, 0112012, 1112011, 0122011,
0022012, 0112111, 0012112.
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If 2 w(R:2; )=4, 6 then R:2; R:;
 takes the form (6.16).
Step 3 (identifying the constants). Noting the Hermitian symmetry
stated in Lemma 6.6, we have by Lemma 6.9$ and Step 2 above that
&R(4, 2)&2=6 |R002211 | 2+|R111111 |2=28 |R1122 |2,
&R(3, 3)&2=6 |R012111 | 2+6 |R111012 |2=12 |R1122 |2,
where Lemma 6.8 (2%) and Lemma 6.12 are used in getting the second
equalities. We thus get c420 =28 and c
33
0 =12. Similarly, if (a, b)=(5, 2) or
(4, 3) then
&R(a, b)&2=T ab1 +T ab2 +F [0, 0, d ab1 , d ab2 ],
where T 521 =&|R1111111 |
2, T 522 =&30 |R0012211 |
2&20 |R0111211 | 2, and
T 431 =&6 |R0022111 |
2&6 |R1111012 | 2,
T 432 =&36 |R0022012 |
2&72 |R0112012 | 2
&|R1111111 |2&12 R1112011R1120111
&36 R0012112 R0110122&12 R0111112R0111112
&12 |R0112111 |2&36 R0122011R1120012 .
We then get T ab1 =c
ab
1 |R11122 |
2 and T ab2 =c
ab
2 |R1222 |
2 with c521 =&36,
c522 =&1800, c
43
1 =&48, and c
43
2 =&1140.
It remains to identify cab1 and c
ab
2 for (a, b)=(4, 2) or (3, 3). We now use
Lemma 6.11 in place of Lemma 6.10. Then
d
dt
&R(a, b)&2 (#*t ) } t=0=Re(T ab1 +T ab2 +F[0, 0, d ab1 , d ab2 ]),
where T 421 =&2 R0121111 R111112 , T
33
1 =&6 R0022111 R111022 and
T 422 =&4 R0111211 R111112&4 R1120111R111211
&12 R0120022 R002212&12 R0012211R110122
&12 R1120012 R012211&24 R0120112R011212 ,
T 332 =&6 R1112011 R112111&36 R0112012R012112
&6 R0112111R111112&18 R0012112R011122
&36 R0022012 R012022&36 R0122011R112012 .
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As before, we then get T ab1 =c
ab
1 |R11122 |
2 and T ab2 =c
ab
2 |R1222 |
2 with
c421 =8, c
42
2 =416, c
33
1 =12, and c
33
2 =324. Therefore, all necessary constants
are identified, and the proof of Proposition 4$ is complete.
7. MICROLOCAL CALCULUS OF THE BERGMAN AND
THE SZEGO KERNELS
7.1. Method of Computation. Let us use the notations in subsections
3.63.8, so that K (3)M and K
(2)
M are the singularities of (?
22) K B and ?2K S,
respectively, for M=N(A). Recalling the polynomial dependence of K (w)M
for w=2, 3 on A, we assume that M is real analytic. To prove Proposi-
tion 6, we use the following formulas in [24, 15],
K (3)M (z, z )=(A
B)*&1 U &30 , K
(2)
M (z, z )=(A
S)*&1 U &20 , (7.1)
where AB=AB(z, z) and AS=AS(z, z) are elements of MA defined by
AB(z, ‘)=exp[&HB(z, &‘1 ‘2) ‘2],
(7.2)
AS(z, ‘)=VS(z, &‘1 ‘2) AB(z, ‘)
with VS(z, z 1)=J[UB]13 which is independent of the variable z 2 ; in fact,
J[UB]=det \UB z1UB z2
2UBz1z 1
2UB z2z 1+ .
Recall that Q # MA (1) for Q=A
B, AS implies the existence of Q*&1 #
MA (1) which is given by the Neumann series  (1&Q*)
k. This expression
of Q*&1 enables us to compute explicitly the asymptotic expansion of K (w)M
for w=3, 2. (Thus the real analyticity assumption on M can be removed.)
Let us add a remark on the formulas in (7.1). It is easy to see that the
operators AB, AS defined by (7.2) satisfy
AB(z, z) log U0=log UB , AS(z, z) U &10 =V
S(z, z 1) U &1B , (7.3)
while the point proved in [24, 15] is that (7.3) implies (7.1). This implica-
tion for K (3)M is a consequence of Kashiwara’s characterization in [16] of
constant multiples of K (3) by a simple holonomic system of holomorphic
microdifferential equations, and the same idea applies also to K (2)M . In (7.3),
log UB represents microlocally a constant multiple of the Heaviside func-
tion of a domain 0 with M/0, and similarly for VS(z, z 1) U &1B which
corresponds to the delta measure supported on M with respect to the
invariant surface element defining the Szego kernel KS, cf. [24, 15].
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7.2. Proof of Proposition 6. By virtue of Lemma 5.1, we see that (2.4)
holds with some constants cpq[B] and cpq[S]. It remains only to deter-
mine these constants. We shall show that
cpq[B]=
(&1) p+q+1
2 } ( p+q&5)! {( p+q)!&
( p!)2
( p&q)!= ,
cpq[S]=
(&1) p+q
( p+q&4)! {( p+q)!&
2 p q
3
( p+q&1)!
&
2( p q)2
9
( p+q&2)!&\1&q3+
2 ( p!)2
( p&q)!= .
Let us begin by noting that H(z, z 1)=Fpq(z1 , z 1) (cf. Subsection 5.4 for the
notation Fpq), so that the symbols AB(z, ‘) and AS(z, ‘) are independent of
the variable z2 , because
J[U]=21U=1&21Fpq .
We thus write VS(z1 , z 1), AB(z1 , ‘), and AS(z1 , ‘) in place of VS(z, z 1),
AB(z, ‘), and AS(z, ‘), respectively. Setting
x1=A0pq z
p
1(&‘1‘2)
q ‘2 , x$1= p q A0pq z
p&1
1 (&‘1 ‘2)
q&1,
x2=A0qp z
q
1(&‘1‘2)
p ‘2 , x$2= p q A0qp z
q&1
1 (&‘1‘2)
p&1,
we have AB(z1 , ‘)=exp[&(x1+x2)]=1&(x1+x2)+x1 x2+ } } } and
VS(z1 , &‘1 ‘2)=(1+x$1+x$2)13=1+ 13 (x$1+x$2)&
2
9x$1x$2+ } } } ,
where } } } stands for terms containing (A0pq )
2 or (A0qp )
2. Consequently,
AS(z1 , ‘)=V S(z1 , &‘1‘2) AB(z1 , ‘)=1& y1& y2& y3+ } } } ,
where y1=x1&x$13, y2=x2&x$23, and
y3=&x2 x2+ 29x$1x$2+
1
3 (x$1 x2+x$2x1).
Recalling that each yj is a function of (z1 , ‘), we denote by Y$j the formal
adjoint of yj (z1 , z). Then (AS)* (z1 , z)=1&Y$1&Y$2&Y$3+ } } } , so that
(AS)*&1 (z1 , z)=1+Y$1+Y$2+(Y$3+Y$1Y$2+Y$2 Y$1)+ } } } .
So far, we have only neglected higher order terms in A0pq and A
0
qp . If we
denote by } } } also terms which do not contain |A0pq |
2, then
(AS)*&1 (z1 , z)=Y$3+Y$1 Y$2+Y$2Y$1+ } } } . (7.4)
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A similar expression for (AB)*&1(z1 , z) is obtained by formally setting
x$1=x$2=0 in (7.4).
Let us compute the right side of (7.4) at z1=0. In order to treat the
Bergman kernel case simultaneously with the Szego kernel case, it is
convenient to set
B0pq =
p q
3
A0pq =B
0
qp , (7.5)
so that x$13=B0pq z
p&1
1 (&‘1 ‘2)
q&1, x$23=B0qp z
q&1
1 (&‘1 ‘2)
p&1, and thus
y1=A0pq z
p
1(&‘1 ‘2)
q ‘2&B0pq z
p&1
1 (&‘1 ‘2)
q&1,
y2=A0qp z
q
1(&‘1‘2)
p ‘2&B0qp z
q&1
1 (&‘1 ‘2)
p&1,
y3=&|A0pq |
2 z p+q1 (&‘1 ‘2)
p+q ‘22+2 |B
0
pq |
2 z p+q&21 (&‘1 ‘2)
p+q&2
+(B0pq A
0
qp +B
0
qp A
0
pq ) z
p+q&1
1 (&‘1 ‘2)
p+q&1 ‘2 .
(The notation B0pq here is a tentative one and not for the complex normal
form coefficient.) Then,
Y$1=(A0pq 
q
1 z
p
1 &B
0
pq 
q&1
1 z
p&1
1 )(&2)
1&q,
Y$2=(A0qp 
p
1 z
q
1&B
0
qp 
p&1
1 z
q&1
1 )(&2)
1& p,
Y$3=[&|A0pq |
2  p+q1 z
p+q
1 +2 |B
0
pq |
2  p+q&21 z
p+q&2
1
+(B0pq A
0
qp +B
0
qp A
0
pq ) 
p+q&1
1 z
p+q&1
1 ](&2)
2& p&q,
where the powers of z1 act as multiplication operators. We can now
evaluate Y$3 , Y$1 Y$2 , and Y$2 Y$1 at z1=0. Recalling p>q, we see that Y$1=0
and thus Y$1Y$2=0 both at z1=0. We also have, at z1=0,
Y$3=[&( p+q)! |A0pq |
2+2 } ( p+q&2)! |B0pq |
2
+( p+q&1)! (B0pq A
0
qp +B
0
qp A
0
pq )](&2)
2& p&q,
Y$2={ p!( p&q)! A0qp &
( p&1)!
( p&q)!
B0qp =  p&q1 (&2)1& p,
Y$2Y$1=
1
( p&q)!
| pA0pq &( p&1)! B
0
pq |
2 (&2)
2& p&q.
It then follows from (7.4) that, at z1=0,
(AS)*&1(0, z)=(Y$3+Y$2 Y$1)| z1=0=c~ pq[
S](&2)
2& p&q, (7.6)
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where, with B0pq and B
0
qp as in (7.5),
c~ pq[S]=&( p+q)! |A0pq |
2+2 } ( p+q&2)! |B0pq |
2
+( p+q&1)! (B0pq A
0
qp +B
0
qp A
0
pq )
+
1
( p&q)!
| p! A0pq &( p&1)! B
0
pq |
2.
If we formally set B0pq =B
0
qp =0 in (7.6) above, we get
(AB)*&1 (0, z)=c~ pq[B](&2)2& p&q, (7.7)
where
c~ pq[B]={&( p+q)!+ ( p!)
2
( p&q)!= |A0pq | 2.
The conclusion follows from (7.5)(7.7) via the well-known formula
&l2 U
&m
0 =
(&1)m+1
(m&1)! (l&m)!
U l&m0 log U0 for l>m>0.
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